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Robberv susbect nabbed. 
police officers fire guns 
By MARGARET SBEI[BS 
POLICE FIRED an unknown number of 
shots while arresting a person accused of 
using a serrated-edge kitchen knife to rob 
the Safeway gas bar here of $69 late in the 
afternoon of Jan. 25. \ 
At least a dozen RCMP officers were 
ultimately involved in attempting to stop a 
man as he left a Walsh Ave. apartment build- 
ing later that night in a truck that was stolen 
prior to the robbery. 
One officer discharged a shotgun and 
another a standard RCMP issue 9-mm hand 
gun- 
Terrace RCMP Sgt. Bill Casault said of- 
ficers staked out the truck after finding it in 
the apartment parking lot and that a chase 
started after the man returned to the truck 
and sped away. 
He lost control and went into a ditch on 
Park Ave. close to the apartments adjacent 
to the large vacant lot, which once housed 
the highways ministry maintenance yard. 
Casault said the man drove towbrd a con- 
stable who was trying to arrest him. 
That’s when officers opened fire to force 
the driver to stop, said Casault. 
The driver then lost control and crashed 
into a bush along Park Ave. 
Police apprehended the suspect with the 
None of the officers were injured but the 
suspect suffered a minor bite to the shoulder 
from the police dog. 
Neither the truck, which was impounded, 
nor any houses in the area suffered damage 
from the police gunfire, said Casault. 
Casault said investigators will review the 
security camera tape from the Safeway gas 
bar. 
Officers did not recover a knife. 
help of police service dog “Nack”. I ‘  
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You ng people, in ju red ’ 
A KITWANGA truck driver is happy nobody was seriously 
hurt after a car careened out ‘of control and slammed into 
the front of his logging truck last week. 
Kirby Bissell. was carrying a full load of logs as he 
headed north from Hwyl6 on Kalum Lake Dr. when he 
saw a silver Honda car barrelling out of control at the base 
of the hill shortly after 3 p.m. Jan. 27. 
“He was coming around the comer pretty fast,” Bissell 
says, adding he slowed down to a crawl when he saw the 
car. “I saw him coming and knew he lost it.” 
The car couldn’t negotiate the turn and Bissell says it 
appeared the driver overcorrected sending its tires. h t o  
soft mud on the shoulder of the southbound lane. 
‘men he spun around and slid sideways into me,” he 
says adding the truck was nearly at a full stop before the 
impact. 
He believes the four people in the car were college- 
aged students. Textbooks, papers and binders were strewn 
about the accident scene. Parmedics took four people, 
who were all able to walk away from the crash scene, to 
the hospital for treatment. 
“One kid was knocked out for at least five minuten ” ---- 
A CAR RESTS below the logging truck E m . -  Bissell said. “Those kids are all going to be alright, thatis 
on Kalurn Lake Road. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO all that really matters.” 
-- -.-- I ~” 
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cers are pn their own and are constantly preparing and mak- 
ing sure ttiey’re aware of what their legal authorities are and 
what force can be used when and where.” ’ 
Whether officers choose to shoot at the tires on a threat- 
ening driver’s vehicle is up to the individual officer’s dis- 
cretion. He said usually officers will fire at the centre of a 
vehicle to avoid the possibility of bullets ricocheting, which 
could happen when sheeting at tires. 
Shooting at the centre of the vehicle gives a margin of er- 
ror for bullets to go right or left without hitting someone or 
something else. The use of a shotgun is also at the individual 
officer’sdiscretion, he said. 
t 
1) 7 , 
arrested in residential area 
circles as officers hie corner the 
ck started fishpiling, entered 
ith allegedly -the former highways maintenance yard 
d then circled before the driver 
trol, McGinley said. , 
police car door opened and it 
sohded like four to eight shots,” Mc- 
Ginley said. 
“No one was injured so either the 
guy was a lousy shot or they were tak- 
ing the tires out. 
“It sounded like the doors opened 
and I could hear ’bang, bang, bang, 
y granddaughter .thought she 
hear someone coming in the win- 
dow because of the sound vibrations,” 
d, adding the shots may have ownership. I - 
been fired around 7:30 p.m. 
’ He believes six to eight police cars 
were involved.’ 
The truck believed to have been 
involved in the robbery and then im- 
pounded by police after the arrest was 
stolen from Ken’s Marine shortly after 
5 p.m. the same day, said Trevor Gib- 
“I haven’t seen it yet, we haven’t got 
it back from the RCMP,” Gibbon said 
last week. “I heard they rah into it and I 
heard they shot it.” 
Gibbon said they reported the truck 
stolen and later RCMP officers stopped 
by Ken’s Marine to let them know the 
truck had been found and to confirm 
‘ 0  
lice officer and without lawful excuse 
failing to stop‘the-vehicle as sbon as 
reasonably possible. 
Rody’s next court appearance is Feb. 
7 and he’ll do that via videoconferenc- 
ing ‘from the Prince George Regional 
Correctional Centre. 
~ bon, manager of the store. 
’ 
ontamination struggle conti-nues 
“Giamko’s been at the was a banner year for the 
sharp end of the stick for gas because he couldn’t af- accept responsibility for the corporation seeing record 
them for 36 years you’d earnings of nearly $1.3 bil- 
think they’d do a little bit ’ chase of the fuel to sell. lion - up 60 per cent from 
better if they had any corpo- 
. rate conscience.” . Shell willeitherbuy himout Terrace market-but across “It’s not a question of 
; -Pretto maintains he never I or pay for the cleanup of the resources ‘it’,s‘ a questipn of 
, experienced any leakage site so he can once again op- “They’ve suffered a number how ‘much they value the ’ 
from the fuel tanks on his erate it as a viable business, customers in Terrace. Does 
prope& since he purchased or at the very least be able to it matter to them?” Cullen 
it. sell it - an option he doesn’t Cullen said he doesn’t said. “It doesn’t seem like it 
h 2001, while the new have while it’s still contami- matters to them. Companies 
tanks were W i g  installed, nated. exist to make profit but in or- 
Pretto discovered two, old Skeena-Bukley Valley such a profitable company. der to make profit they need 
underground fuel tanks on what’s called a social license 
another part of the property to operate.” 
which contained what ap- 
peared to be gas and water, 
ployees and stopped selling 
ford to pay for the bulk pur- 
tions Shell’s reluctance to 
contamination. 
“I would suggest that this 
Ultimately, he’s hoping doesn’t just hurt Shell in the 2003. 
the region,” Cullen said. 
of years of bad publicity for 
their work in Nigeria.” 
want to see a small com- 
munity businessman hurt by 
According to Shell Cana- 
da Limited’s web site 2004 
’ 
1 
MP Nathan Cullen says he 
supports Pretto and ques- 
Says MCMYM. 0 
None of the documents 
supplied to Giannino from 
Shell indicated the presence 
of those two tanks, he says. 
, Shell- official Denita 
.Davis says Shell will take 
responsibility for all Shell- 
caused contamination. 
‘ “Shell takes its environ- 
mental responsibility sen- 
ously,” Davis says. 
But that doesn’t mean 
Shell is accepting responsi- 
bility for the contamination 
on Pretto’s site. 
In order for Shell to take 
responsibility of the cleanup 
it must be proven that the 
contamination is in fact,the 
company’s responsibility. , 
And though the proposed 
environmental assessment 
\may shed light on the extent 
of the contamination it may 
not necessarily prove when 
the contamination occurred. 
“The process is not an 
exact science although there 
are some indicators that 
may help determine a pos- 
sible timeline,” says Davis, 
addidg the presence of lead 
could help pinpoint how far 
,back the contamination may 
go- 
The composition and 
specifications of fuel have 
also changed over time and 
that may also help with a 
timeline, she said. 
Pretto depleted much of 
his working capital in 2001 
when he paid to have con- 
taminated soil removed from 
the area of the ‘new tanks 
1 
’ 
In preparation for the 2006.2007 school year, the School Board is seeking the coop era ti^ of parents in r isterin their 
child on the following dates. If you have not already done so, preregistration is requested in order to provi 7 L  e the hool 
District Administration the time to plan staffing to meet school needs. 
SCWOlSARE OPENTOTAKE REGlsIMTK)N WU MNMHiAltTEN FROMM A k t o  1 2 M  PA 
and 1 m  P.M. TO 3 M  P.M. 
-EN FEBRUARY 131,2006 AND APRIL &h, 2006 
The School District will make every effort, dependent upon available staff, to place students do have r istered by ril 
6th in their nei hbourhood school. Studenh registering after April 6th may be placed in any of the%noce/lhorn 9 ill 
xhds, deFn!ent upon available staffing. 
To be eli ibls for entry to School in September 2006 students must be five yoars d on or b.ton h m b o r  
31a, A. A birh cerh’ficate and proof of immunization will be required at the time T o registration. 
Students are eligible for a full day Kindergarten program if: 
they have been identified as having sovwa spuial d, 
* they are of First N a h r  ancoq, or 
0 the have significant d f i u h r  spoaking ar udntanding English 
Requests for Lll day instruction should be made at the time of registration and the school will contact you to confirm this, 
for K i d q a r h n  cbws, pl#m mgistw p u r  child at p u r  noighbourhoad Eknwntary 
K 
Principal, Mrs. S. Springer 
Principal, Mr. G. Holkestad 
, Principal, Mr. 8. Eyolbn 
Principal, Mr. J. Vidal 
Phone 6355828 




E T Konnoy Prima4 
IGti K‘Shan Primary 
Uplands E h t a r y  
Thomhill Mmary 
If you wish information on school boundaries, please contact any of the principals listed above. 
Fnkh Immersion Kindergarten and Gm& Om 
(A student does not have to be of French origin to enrol in French Immersion.) 
Registration f o r  French Immersion Kindergarten and Grade One takes place ot Kiti K‘Shan Prima 
R istration for French Immersion Grade One is for students presently attending Kindergarten in Ynglish, who would like 
toefjegin in the French Immersion Program I 
The Condl wdaira fmmophone (FmKoghone Ed& Authody of BC sthod District #93)-oaten 4 
full-time Kindergarten. 
Registration for the Francophone full time kindergarten will be processed by,,Kiti K‘Shan Primary School, phone 
635-31 15. 
To qualify for the Francophone Program, in accordance with the Canodian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, one of the 
I .  
1 .  parents must: 
a) 
b] 
be a Canodian Citizen or landed immigrant of Canada 
reside in British Columbia, and have one of the following: 
-French as a first language learned and still understood; 
Prima school instruction in Canada in French [excludes immersion program]; 
A chilrwho has received primary or secondary school instruction in Canada in French (excludes immersion); 
A child receiving primary or secondary instruction in Canada in French. 
[For more information on the Francophone Program, please contact the Jack Cook School at 635-9754 or Renee Syvret 
[Principal] ot: 1-888-729-8988.] 
20 11 1.9 -1.8 
persons home that has 
a‘cat door and wants to 
take over the household 
there1 The only problem 
is, he is not their cat! 
And he does not like the 
cat that does live there ... 
So, we are looking for a 
home that will meet with 
this fellows standards. . 
Drop in to the Thornhill 
Animal Shelter to see 
what we have; we are 
locally Cwned And Operated 
* Interactive Pet Displays 
0 HeipF;I‘PetCo;nselo;;’ 
Huge Selection Of TroGcaI Fish ’ 
Exotic Birds And Animals 
Premium Pet Foods 
locally Raised Puppies/Kittens 
*The Best Choice Of Pet Accessories 
J ‘{:* :,!\ 
TERRACE & DISTRICT ’ 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
I 
635-2063 I “ 
Sponsored by. .l. 
\. I 
--I___ _-_I__ ~ S T A E ~  
Serving Your Community Since I988 
which were installed. 
That same year the Royal 
Bauk, which had been fi- 
three years. 
By the end of November 




School changes delayed until: fall 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES are to start asking for 
public comment this month on how the school 
calendar will look this fall without one major 
issue hanging over their heads. 
They’ve decided to hddioff on the details for 
a three-year plan to change what is taught at each 
school until this fall. 
It means whatever is decided this fall won’t be 
put into place until at least the fall of 2007. 
In their first meeting in December 2005, new 
trustees complained they didn’t know, enough 
about the plan’s recommendations, one being to 
consider selling the board office property and . 
moving administrators to’ the empty Mountain- 
view Elementary, and asked for more time to get 
informed about the plan’s details. 
At that meeting, board chair Lome Gowen 
s thelines would, be tight i f  they 
recommendations in the plan be- 
cause of the school calendar consultation process 
that has to begin this month. 
“We know we have tight time limits in Febru- uses anything but the standard five-day week. 
ary when we bring the calendar fcgard,” Gowen Gowen said if the district were to decide it 
said. could return to the five-day week, some of the 
That’s because a final decision on the calendar recommendations in the three-year plan could be 
must be made in March in order to allow enough implemented. 
time for teacher layoffs if needed and then for giv- The topic of the five-day school calendh didn’t 
ing notices for re-hires, also if needed. end there at the Jan. 11 meeting. 
New Terrace trustee Art Erasmus introduced 
tractual deadlines as both teachers and staff from a motion that “the district return to the five-day 
the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) school calendar as soon as possible.” 
are up for new deals. The motion was defeated by a 5-4 margin. 
It’s important for new trustees to hear parents’ “I was disappointed that as a board we wouldn’t 
views on the calendar, says Gowen. make that as a public statement,” Erasinus said. 
“Trustees are entrusted to speak on behalf The Terrace Economic Development Author- 
of parents so we need to listen to parents,” said ity (TEDA) also made a presentation to the board 
Gowen. outlining a survey it had commissioned and its 
The board chair said she hopes this year par- presenter asked the board whether it is working 
ents’participate more than last ye%- , toward a r e t p  t 
* “The parent turnout last‘ year was mihimi> at ’ , Kitiqattrustee 
best,” Gowen said. “Some schools there were cc ing, “he  you goi 
none.” The local district is now in its third year oper- 
The consultation process is required if a district 
’ 
, 
I \  This year, too, the district is dealing with con- 
~ 
ating under a four-day instructional week. 
0 5 
I register for programs. CALENDAR OF EVENTS FEBRUARY IO06 Phone638-8977to 
20 
0 1 0 - 1 1  
Science Fair 
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1-800-663-0298 
Canadian oinnd and operated. 
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News In Briej 
HMCS CALGARY, one ‘of the ,Canadian nay 
Halifax-class frigates, is on a north coast’patrol 
Frigate on patrol 
HER MAJESTY’S Canadian Ship Calgary spent t 
last weekend on a Prince Rupert port call as part ol 
Jan,, 23 to Feb. 3 patrol of northcoast waters. - 
The 4,770 tonne frigate, with 225 officers and cre 
is looking for unusual activities and will provide’ infc 
mation to the RCMP, the Department of Fisheries ai 
Oceans, and the Coast Guard. 
“Sovereignty patrols accomplish a great deal. Thc 
allow us to keep a close watch on our ocean approach1 
and to keep track of who’s doing what, where. Thc 
also reinforce our presence in coastal waters, partici 
larly those that are less travelled by the navy,” sa 
Commander Thomas Tulloch, Commanding Officer c 
HMCS Calgary. 
HMCS Calgary is one of the navy’s Halifax cla! 
frigates and is based at Esquimalt. 
Tax helpers ”needed 
THE CANADA Revenue Agency (CRA) is offerin 
free training to volunteers willing to help people on 101 
and,fixed incomes prepare their income tax returns. 
“By helping ’them complete their returns, vol 
teers ensure’that these people receive all the benefic 
and credits they’re entitled to,” says the CRA’s Darlen 
The volunteer tax program provides free help to coni 
plete income tax returns for seniors, disabled peoplr 
students, and new Canadians living on low and fixe 
incomes. Volunteers work with community ‘agencie 
to establish tax clinics iq public libraries, communit 
Lentres, schools, churches, seniors’ residences, n 
homes, and other central locations. 
Last year, 306 Northern BC and Yukon volunteer 
ielped over 9,704 people with their returns. There i 
mal training on Feb. 8 at the UNBC campus on Par1 
he. From 9 a.m. until noon. More inform 
Mallais. 0 
388-805-6662. 
Jobs to promote saf 
N A bid to reduce injuries and fatalities in the foresw 
ndustry, the BC Forest Safety Council has created thc 
mition of “safety advocate” and will be recruiting ul 
o six individuals this spring. 
The positions are being created to help small anc 
nedium-sized forestry companies fully participate ir 
he council’s Safety Accord Forestry.Enterprise ( 
:ompanies,program.b a d , , # . ,  >iriii:4ii!ji iz:, I . . r J  
he province’s forestry sector. . ’ 
In 2005, there were 43 fatalities and 110 injuries ir 
Save $60 on a set of four selected 
Kelly brand tires for your car,.minivan, 
pickup or SUV at Fountain Tire, until 
February 28, 2006! 
. .  
- 1 9 5 6  - 2 0 0 6 -  
Offers available at the following participating locations: 
\ 
FOUNTAIN TlWE (TERRACE) 
4641 Keith Ave. Terrace, BC * Phone: 250-635-4344 
Manager: BK (Smitty) Smith smitty.smith@fountaintire.com 
I 
d 
e Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 1 , 2006 
I’/ 
: 3210 Clinton Street Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
PHONE’(250) 638-7283 FAX: (250) 638-8432) 
WEB www.terracestandard.com 
EMAIL: newsroom@terracestandard.com 
TERN VOTERS have chosen the 
orlds in returning NDP MP Nathan 
d e n  to Ottawa on Jan. 23. 
With a national Conservative government vot- 
TS have $what the country generally wanted - a 
sportsmanlike conduct and game 
Harper’s new government will, 
rst acts, put in place accountabil- 
imed at preventing what happened 
misconduct given to the federal Liberal party. 
With Mr. Cullen, northw;estern voters 
person they feel can best represent themselves 
and-this region at home and in Ottawa. The size 
of Mr. Cullen’s L b  victory margin - 18,596 ballots 
compared to closest rival Conservative Mike 
Scott’s 12,630 for 48.5 per cent of the vote - is a 
remarkable achievement in what was supposkd to 
have been a close race. 
Mr. Cullen has amassed a considerable amount 
of goodwill because of his win and his leader, 
Jack Layton, would be wise ‘to use that goodwill 
by having the MP tum his immediate fulltime 
attentiowto a crucial piece of regional business. 
Arid that is a resolution to ‘the coast Tsimshian 
claim of not being properly consulted concerning 
the Prince Rupert container port. 
If there ever was a situation in which the voter 
preference for an MP who has communication and 
bridgebuilding skills is needed, then this is it. 
Mr. Cullen will also need to pay attention to the 
Conservative plan for daycare. The new govern- 
ment wants, to send monthly chequ 
,ing daycare spaces. 
with’the northwest i n  the verge of an ebonomic 
upswing requiring skilled workers of both sexes 
and reversing a population decline, adequate day- 
care options must be available for families and 
single parents. 
On a more national level, the conservatives 
made promises of tax cuts and billions in new 
spending all the while stating they will keep the 
budget balanced. 
One thing the federak Liberals did do was set 
right the fiscal ship of state. The Conservative 
tandem plan of tax cuts and new spending might 
cause the ship, to list and that c k o t  happen. 
It means Mr. Cullen and the NDP will need to 
keep the Conservative accounting honest. And 
that will be an irony for Mr. Cullen and for Ca- 
nadian politics. We’ll have the spectre of a party 
traditionally knocked for its free-spending ideals 
keeping a Conservative government on a conser- 
. 
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:be moderat 
FEDERAL I other. So for all of the rhetoric AN 
election down and in true BC ‘ arouhd finding mutual ground 
fashion this province went from which good public poli- 
against the grain nationally cy is derived, don’t hold your 
again. breath. 
While the rest of the coun- No political party is moti- 
try was electing a Tory govern- vated to make Stephen Harper 
ment the public in B.C. was look good. 
,,busy turfing them out. While R.C. may have 
In  spite of all of the scan- bucked the trend it provides 
dah, public outcries of corrup a unique opportunity to Mr. 
tion and a generally poorly run Harper to re-define the image 
campaign, the Liberals made of the Conservative Party. 
gains in B.C. We still elected seventeen 
Who ever would-have pre- conservative MPs. On the is- 
sue of Western alienation there ROGER HARRIS is more than an ample num- 
dicted that. 
The NDP, nationally broke 
even in most of the country, squarely on the other guy if bersofelectedMPsheretoen- 
had gains in Ontario, but dou- this parliament collapses. sure B.C. is well represented 
bled its representation B.C. The public is in election around the cabinet table. 
So we now have a minor- overload, especially in B.C., Another challenge facing 
ity Conservative government where in less than a year we the Conservatives in B.C. is 
in Ottawa with no other party have had elections at every the impression that they are no 
truly holding the balance of level of government. fhend to First Nations. 
power. The public’s appetite to go The comments by some of 
The average lifespan of mi-, Jack to the ,polls, in  eighteen^ , the ,members of the Conserva- 
nority governments in Canada months ‘or less may extract a tive party during the campaign 
historically is less than two terrible toll on the party that to cancel the Kelowna Accord 
years. 
It is interesting that in most 
democracies around the world 
coalition governments are the ’ 
norm. In North America for 
the most part, we haven’t yet 
been able to figure out how to 
gamer any form of tenure or 
effectiveness in our minority 
governments. 
For this government to sur- 
vive for any length of time it 
will be on a policy-by-policy 
basis. 
At the same time you can bet 
the respective party strategists 
will be attempting to maneu- 
ver their parties in a way that 
allows them to put the blame 
._ . . hl .. I .  
for the new,PM. 
the lead and engage the First 
Nations communities, bring 
resolution to the court case and 
get on with the construction of 
what is the most important in- 
frastructure project in Westem 
Canada. 
Equally with Highway 1 6  
being identified as ‘hn energy 
corridor, there are a number 
of pipeline projects being pro- 
posed. 
The Conservatives could 
take the lead in developing a 
. vision for these projects that 
includes a resolution to the 
tanker issue. 
Involving First Nations in 
developing the creative solu- 
tions and vision that is going 
to be required to attract those - 
investments is equally an op- 
portunity to show a different ’ 
@e Conseyatjve 
n what will be a highly 
charged political environment, 
the slimmest of minority Con- 
servative government is about 
to try and buck tradition. 
The odds are against them 
and certainly favour anoth- 
er federal election in fifteen 
months. But if another election 
is to come, it is an election that 
the Conservatives can build 
on if they take up challenge 
to moderate their image in the 
mind of the electorate over the 
next year. 
If he is successful, Stephen 
Harper could find himself as a 
Prime Minister for a long time. 
Fail and he joins the ranks of 
those short timer PMs that we 
soon forget. 
< r  
He should immediately take I’ 
takes us there. 
So Stephen Harper has his 
work cut out if he is to not only 
survive over the short-term, 
but actually be able to build on 
this initial success. 
He will have to build con- 
sensus in his attempt to ad- 
vance and deliver on his prom- 
ises of a new Conservative 
Party view of Canada. 
You can bet every party is 
aware that his success would 
translate into a potential ma- 
ijority government at the next 
election. 
Simple math says that his 
success would come at the 
expense of one party or the 
uninea rirx i~ations ieaaer- 
ship in their opposition to the 
Conservative Party. 
No more is that evident than 
in the riding of Skeena where 
the aboriginal vote went in 
block to the NDP. 
But Stephen Harper and the 
Conservatives have been de- 
livered a golden opportunity 
to silence critics in the form of 
the Lax and Metlakatla court 
case regarding the lack of 
consultation and accommoda- 
tion over the Container Port in 
Prince Rupert. 
While this situation should 
never have been allowed to 
develop, a window has opened 
Yell ’pigs‘ and expect to get this 
SENTENCES HANDED 
down by a municipal court 
judge in Painesville, Ohio are 
never appealed. 
He gives lawbreakers a 
choice between a typical jail 
sentence or an alternative sen- 
tence tailored like an eyeglass 
prescription to fit their crime. 
Having a choice cancels their 
right to appeal. 
The Ohio judge deals very 
differently’with crimes similar 
to many committed in B.C. 
For instance, three teenag- 
ers convicted of heaving rocks 
off an overpass on to motorists 
below were ordered to stand 
for hours, in snow and bitter 
cold, hoisting a profession- 
ally made banner reading “We 
threw rocks from a Route 2 
Bridge. We’re sorry.” 
A 44-year-old who hollered 
‘\Pigs!” at police officers chose 
to stand on a street comer for 
two hours next to a 350 pund 
hog in a pen displaying a sign 
“This is not a police officer” in 
letters eight inches high. 
Teens who vandalized 
school buses were forced to 
organize a Dicnic for the grade 
the cats to Michelle M. Mur- 
ray, reports Rick Haydan in 
the January 2, 2006 issue of 
SUN. 
Before ‘sentencing Murdy, 
Judge Michael A. Cicconetti 
asked her, “How would you 
like to be dumped off at a park 
and spend the night sitting in 
the cold listening to coyotes 
and raccoons around you in 
the dark, notl knowing where 
you’re going to get your next 
meal, or when you’re going to 
be rescued?’ 
Cicconetti gave Murray a 
CLAUDETTESANDECKI chance to research those an- 
swers. He ordered her to spend 
In a case that would de- a night in one of the woodland 
light our SPCA, a 25-year- preserves with nothing to’eat, 
’ “It’s up to the arresting 
department,” says the judge. 
“In Murray’s case, park rang- 
ers drove her to and from the 
park and made sure she stayed 
alone all night.” 
Those convicted just pay 
accompanying costs such as 
signs (the rock-throwing ban- 
ner might have cost $150), pig 
pens, or transporting of pigs. 
If they lack money, the 
court will front the cost from 
its probation budget, but they 
must pay back the court. 
Why do so few judges im- 
pose made-to-measure alterna- 
tive sentences when they work 
so well? (In twelve years of 
meting out alternative sentenc- 
es, not one has refunded.) 
“Because,” says Cicconetti, 
“it’s easier to sit on the bench 
and mete out a jail sentence. 
Alternative sentences cannot 
be found in the book, in the 
law.” 
To improvise an alternative 
sentence that exacts a price for 
the crime, educates the offend- 
er, and deters others “takes a 
bit of thinking,” says the judge. 
But an alternative sentence re- 
sciool kids“ whose outing had parks. Park rangers rescued How did M m y  get to the duces jail costs, shields first 
been canceled by the vandal- the kittens, but nine of them park, and who gave her a ride timers from learning tlie bad 
ism. And motorists who speed still died from upper respira- back? And how does the judge habits of repeat offenders, and 
through school zones donate tory infections. ensure‘ those convicted serve restores otTenders to living as 
their time as crossing guards. Identification collars linked their sentences? good citizens. 
“An alternative sentence reduces jail costs, 
shields first timers fmm learning the bad habits 
of mpeaf offenders and mstoms offenders to 
living as good citizens. ” 
old woman was convicted of drink or entertain her. He did 
committing domestic animal let her wear wann clothing 
’ abandonment after dumping and build a fire to combat the 
35 kittens in two Mentor. Ohio chill. 
, 
I,  
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Stamp-Vincent 
seeks,; to re bu i Id 
Liberal support 
GORDON STAMP-VINCENT says work to rebuild 
the Liberal party in the Skeena-Bulkley Valley riding 
starts now. 
“We’re going to start towards rebuilding the riding 
and put together an organization that will truly reach 
around this riding in all areas,” he said on election 
night, adding rebuilding the party is critical given an- 
other minority government has been formed. 
Achieving a little more than 12 per cent of the vote 
in the riding, Stamp-Vincent is not deterred by the re- 
sult. 
“I’m not disappopted at all,” he said. “I knew going 
in that the scale of the miracle that would be required 
to win was huge,” Stamp-Vincent said. “We stuck to 
our message and ran a positive campaign, stuck to the 
issues and ran on principles. I’ll take that as a campaign 
well run and take that home and treasure it.” 
Running in this election gave Stamp-Vincent a whole 
new outlook on the responsibilities of elected officials. 
“It’s really humbling - I think humbling’s the right 
word - to talk to people on the doorstep, talk to com- 
munity leaders, talk with First Nations and realize they 
are looking to you to help them ... to take their issues 
forwaa. 
Green candi‘date unsure about lrunning again 
ALTHOUGH HE didn’t receive the increase of 
votes he hoped for, Phil Brienesse is sti l l  pleased 
with the Green Party’s election showing. 
“I am very happy with the results. I am happy 
with the campaign I ran and I am very happy with 
my volunteers and the support I had,” he said. 
“If it wasn’t me I am glad it was Nathan [Cul- 
len] .” 
It’s clear from the results that NDP incumbent 
“Towards the end of the election [there were , One solution to strategic voting would be el=- 
told reform and that doesn’tmcessarily m a  the 
Single Transferrable Vote (STV), but a ‘‘&d ‘ . 
number proportional representation,” he said.’ 
polls] that said t k y  were predicting a Conserva- 
tive majority government. That certainly hurt us. 
People then switched to the NDP,” he said. 
He thinks strategic voting played a role in the 
results and posits people who would have voted 
Green voted NDP instead. 
“I think we were the better choice to represent 
their concerns and a lot of people said I was their 
, 
Brienesse isn’t sure whether he’ll m again. 
“I have decided I have to recover financially 
If he does step down he will continue to work 
. 
from this [election],” he said. 
behind the scenes. 
MP Cullen and Liberal Gordon Stamp-Vincent re- 
ceived votes from other party supporters, he said. 
choice but they wanted to make sure the Conser- 
vatives did not get in,” he said. 
“I’m not leaving the party any time soon, hat’s 
for sure,” he said. 
I _ . .  . . 
/, 
J q 
I am so glad' the outside 
1 .  . .  
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u took something I loved 
and gave her a painful death 
Dear Sir: You are a danger to soci- 
etv when YOU are behind the To the woman in the meat CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
I 
big 4x4. / wiieel - 
You should stay off my I watched you speed 
down my road and kill my 
dog. She was a beautiful 
White shepherd female, 6 You have no business on 
The ;Mail, Bag roadorIwillthinkyouare 
7 back to kill more dogs. 
. 
Y e a r s  old, h the prime of her I saw' that you didn't try 
life. She was a loving dog to slow down' or swerve 
and good with children. around her even though she 
~ She liked to bark at was only -3 foot onto ,,the 
strange vehicles that come road. ' flying off the highway onto You never slowed down 
my road for no good reason, even turning back onto the 
' just to speed down my road highway, spinning your tires, 
jump back on the highway on the pavement, racing to 
again. get away, hoping no one saw 
andbrokeherlegjustbefore But 1 saw you and the 
your great big tires crushed neighbour across the street 
her from one end to the other saw you race down my road 
and left her there dying in [countless times, using our 
, p@n and crying out to me road like a high speed short- 
for help. cut just for you. 
She died in pain, a nasty ~ You have sped down 
death for any animal. my road so many times you 
You ripped her hide open " you. 
Solution 
know everyone on my road 
has at least two dogs and you 
should have taken more care 
to drive slow through there, 
at the posted speed limit. 
took something I loved and 
gave her a painful death be- 
fore you robbed me of her 
love. 1 can never3replace 
her. 
When are you going to' 
quit driving like a lunatic? 
How many dogs are you go- 
ing to kill before you stop? 
My neighbour has three 
children. If they were at the 
foot of my driveway would 
you have killed them, too? 
I want you to know you 
my road, stay away. 
In'the mean time, I will 
be trying to get your licence 
removed. 
You should be off the 
road for good. ' 
You don't have the right 
to run over dogs even if they 
are on the road. 
Your thoughtless act cre- 
ated a lot of pain for me and 
my neighbour with your 
thoughtless act. 
You 'should go back to 
driving school and some, 
jail time would do your soul 




CANACCORD'S INDEPENDENCE ACCOUNTS 
2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 
a 13.3 1 % 26.73% 8.55% 16.01% 2k.22%* 
If you invested $100,000 ih 2000 it would be w o d  $280,494 today Ii 
Canaccord's Independence Accounts are segregated, 
blue-chip, tax efficient investment ponfolios 
Private Management by one of Canada's Top 
Ponfolio Mangers Nick Majendie 
Offers protection in weak markets to help lodc 
in gains that mutual funds cannot 
RRSP eligible 
Exceptional personal service 
For more information contact Svldeep Sanghn 
at 1-800-663-1833 or sandeep-sangha@unaccoccord.com 
SAND= SANGHA, BBA 
ImEm AovlsoR 
Minimum portfolio s i x  $100 000 
INDEPENDENT THINKING , 
a Past perlormance iz not a puaranles 01 l u m  r m n s  * h w  lipures are Imb the Income G r o M  w ~ o l m  
! 
. , !  
I four-day 
Europe 
.> , . 
THE ZOO6 CHRY5LER JEEP DOD6E VEHICLE5 ARE HERE 
$2.700 OOWN PAYMENT OR EOUIVALENT 
TRADE. $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
system 
Dear Sir: 
There is an easy way to 
solve the health care prob- ' 
lem. Simply check out the 
several systems being used 
in Europe pickiout the best 
one for this country b d  in- 
stall the blessed thing. 
If you listen to the politi- 
cians you would think there 
were only two systems in the 
entire world, ours and the 
American. Such is not the 
case. At one time our way 





Or -lease a Grand Caravan d43'PE. for an additional MONTH 
E 0 0 6  Dodge Grand Caravan CANADIAN EDITION 
~ 
r d  seating The only minivan with available two rows of seats that fold flat into the floor Keyless 
entry Anti-lock braking system Roof rack 6 inch Extended wheelbase with 23.3 cu. ft. additional cargo capacity 
Quad seating Fuel economy: City: 12.9U100 km (22 mpg)' Hwy: 8.5U100 km (33 mpg)' 
inc I udes 
Em!m 
the key 1 ll 
. to health 39 303GE 
V1511T YOUR CHRYZSLER. JEEP@, DODEiE DEALER 
Wise customers read the Rne print -, *,t, Limited time offers apply to retail deliveries only. Excludes license, insurance, registration, $50 PPSA, any dealer administratlon fees and applicable taxes. Dealer orderhade may be necessary. financing 
and leasing are subject to approval by Chrysler financial. See dealer for spectic pricing details and conditions. Dealers are free to set individual prices. - 0% purchase financing for 36 month terms on all 2006 Caravan models, Example: $21,600 
financed Q 0% for 36 months, monthly payment is $600. cost of borrowing is $0 and the total obligation is $21,600. * Purchase price applies only to the 2006 Caravan (28s + WV, MWG), and excludes freight ($1,200). t Total lease obligation 
1 lease APR for the following vehicles is: 2006 Caravan (285 + GXW, MWG): $1 6,956 16.3%- 2006 Grand Caravan (28s + CYC, MWG, GXW): $19.020 12.3% for 48 months. Down payment, first month's payment, 
any dealer administration fees and $50 PPSA are due at lease inception. Kilometers limited to 81,600: charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometers. Leases include freight ($1,200). R Best/Most in class claims based 
on 2005 model year competitive product information available at the tivie of printing. ' Based on US.  National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) scoring system for 2006 model yeg  Dodge bravan. 
5-star ratings as follows: Caravan: front diver, front Passenger and rear seat side. * Based on 2005 Fuel Consumption Guide ratlngs published by Natural Resources Canada. Your actual fuel mnsumption may vary. 
I 
4916 Hwa - I6 West, Terrace, B.C. I 
www.terraceautomaPI.com Dm. 5958 I 
f 
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ARE enjoying a milder 
ere just wasn't-the systems moving in 
Ocean from the Gulf of Alaska," said 
iller of client Services Meteorological 
,Normally, winter weather systems move 
through Prince Rupert toward Terrace but 
these systems moved farther north hitting 
Juneau, Alaska: in December and missing 
Rupert and Terrace completely, he said. 
December was mild throughout B.C. 
Ody two weather stations in Osoyoos,' 
atures but less than average precipitation. 
The average December temperature of -' 
0.2 C, recorded at the Northwest Regional 
airport, was 2.7 degrees above normal ofor 
the month. 
New daily maximum record temperatures 
were set on Dec. 9 when the mercury reached 
6.8 C, shattering the old record of 5.6 C set 
in 1974, and on Dec. 10 when the tempera- ,, 
ture rose to 7.6 C, breaking the record of 7.2 
C set in 1976. 
The warmest day of the month was also 
the 10th while the coldest day, Dec. 3, saw 
Terrace had 106.3 mm of rain in Decem- 
tures were two , ber; just slightly over the average of 99.6 
mm, but the real difference was in snowfall: 
only 20.6 cm fell compared to the average 
Overall, Terrace received 66 per cent of 
For 24 days, wind speeds exceeded 30 
i I B.C. s km/h with a peak wind speed of 78 km/h 
th the rest of the province. 
ices of Canada. 
. 
rted below normal the temperature fall to -14.1 C. ' 
to three degrees above normal and, closer 
to the B.C.-Yukon border, the temperature 
topped out at six to seven degrees above nor- 
mal. 
the province left dry conditions ,throughout 
Terrace saw warmer than average temper- 
0 .A11 that warmer air streaming through i p  average precipitation for the month. 
blasting from the north-northeast Dec. 19. 
NWCC keeps building 
TEN STUDEkS from tfie private Canadian 
Community College (CCC) of Vancouver 
have begun a caqkntry program and English 
classes at Northwest Community College 
Terrace campus. . 
Six Chinese, three Korean and one Ha- 
waiian are taking the college's four-month 
carpentry, program and will stay for two 
months after that to construct some sort of 
structure. 
Their carpentry program is being run sep- I 
arately from the college's regular one,which 
&gins next month. 
NWCC president Stephanie Forsyth did 
not disclose contract terms between her in- 
stitution and CCC but did note foreign stu- 
dents pay substantially high& fees than do 
domestic students. 
CCC needed to strike a deal with a public 
institution because as a private facility, its 
students cannot apply to stay hCanada on 
I 
1 
one-year work visas after their studies are 
complete. The students are ,staying in the 
college's dorms for the moment and some 
might find other accommodation later on. 
The deal between the two colleges con- 
tinues efforts by NWCC to make interna- 
tional connections. 
It has had a long standing student ex- 
change program with Scandinavian coun- 
tries and Scotland, has a development proj- 
ect underway in Bolivia and 1ate.last year, 
struck a student and instructor exchange ar- 
rangement with a Chinese technical college. 
The for-profit CCC, which opened its 
doors in 2002, offers courses in business ad- ' 
ministration, health care, international busi- 
ness and trade and construction trades. It has 
two campuses in Vancouver. 
The vast majority of its students are 
Asian, either on student visas or in Canada 
as landed immigrants. 
W Smouldering stove 
FOURTEEN Terrace firefighters spent two hours bat- 
tling a blaze. that completely destroyed a wood stove 
and the garage housing it on the 5000 block of Gra- 
ham shortly before 11 a.m. Jan. 22. The fire got out 
of control in the 40-yearLold barrel stove, seen to the 
left of the photo, shortly after the owner lit it. Firefight- 
ers arrived to find the building completely engulfed 
in flames. The heat was so intense that it melted sid- 
ing on the house next door. Terrace fire lieutenant Bill 
Warcup said the owner was working on his. logging 
truck cab in the driveway when he turned and noticed 
flames burnina around the stove. Bv the time he got ' 
Bail+ fo  be rMea All sizes in stock while supplies last 
635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 





(250) 615-3521 0 Q) 
V .v * 
is not a corner we're willing to cut 
When you fly with Hawkair, the Northern 
Hospitality starts the moment you step 
on the plane. 
Complimentary Newspapers & Magazines 
Complimentary Pillows & Blankets 
0 Free soft drinks & a variety of juices 
Bar service available 
Snack service with your choice 
of a sub sandwich or veggies 




ON€ WAY FROM 
RESERVATIONS: 
book online or contact 
your travel agent 
1-800-487- 12 16 
*Seas are limned Subject to availability 
New bwkin I only Some restrt~'onr apply 
Not valid wiw any other promotions 
. .. 
/, 
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Paramedic pay gets better 
but more changes are needed 
, 
T E R R A C E - B A S E D paramedics who are paid training. tals, he says. 
paramedics working for the At the present time, para- 
provikial government now medics training in rural and 
have better pay and working scale when called upon, says needed in these areas, he remote communities must 
conditions, says Skeena theMLA. says. pay their own travel expens-, 
NDP MLA Robin Austin. “Give the current pay “1 mean ultimately if we es and receive no remunera- 
Terrace was reclassified structure, paramedics are want to have good services tion while training. 
from a rural to an urban ten- choosing to work in urban in remote areas we have to Paying people while 
tre in late last year, allowing and metropolitan areas to ensure every community has they’re training would be an 
paramedics to be paid for maximize’ their earning PO- enough people fully trained incentive, he says. 
being on call. tential,” Austin says. ,to be paramedics and have Whether taxpayers would 
The change, which had Better pay is one incen- access to,, equipment,” he agree to foot the bill, Austin 
been in the works all through I tive to keep paramedics in says. 
2005, came as a result of rural communities, h e  says. If 3 person in Gitanyow paramedics would have to be 
hard work and lobbying on It’s difficult for remote has a heart attack in the budgeted for with revenues. 
the part of NDP MLAs in paramedics to train in com- winter, that person is likely He says the provincial 
the interior and rural parts of munities such as the Nass to die before making it to government can do that 
the province, says Austin. Valley because they’re only Sniithers or Terrace hospi- thanks to the $1.3 billion its accounts. 
He says the MLAs aslied paid on an on-call basis, 
questions in the legislature ’ . Austin continues. 
and kept the issue going un- “Once they’ve got the 
til a resolution WBS reached, training they’re attracted to 
Terrace was one of 10 urban or rural settings,” he 
communities to be redesig- says. 
nated from rural to urban. Those who live close to 
But Austin ‘warns that a big city like Terrace will 
outlying areas in the Skeena want to work in that city 
area,’such as Kitwanga and rather than in the remote or 
Gitanyow, will not see the ruralareas. 
same benefit and could face If the government wants 
the threat of losing their * the same level of service and 
P cs. doesn’t want anyone dy- 
paramedics 1 are ing, it ndds to find a way to 
paid to scale from the mo- pay paramedics to stay once 
ment they are on call for a they’re trained, Austin says. 
shift cornpired to rural para- Money is a huge incentive 
medics who are paid $10 an and it’s difficult for those in 
hour to be on call and remote remote areas to afford to get 
$2 an hour to wear a pager 
on call and then are paid to 
There’s not enough mon- 
ey to attract people that are 
-i 
8 , says paying rural and remote 
J Robin Austin 0 
surplus it has tucked away in 
0 
The first step in solving financial problems IS IO consult with a professional. 
Professionals from our Prince George office will be in 
Terrace, BC on Wednesday, February Is*, 2- 
Call today to set UD Your FREE consukatton. I ~ 
I 
Smaller class sizes, esce!ent instructors and a campus right in your own 
community. Add low tuition and 3 choice of courses and pmgranls that 
lead to recognized degrees, diplomas and certificates andcyou have. 
i Home Support/Resident Care Attendant Progra 
the NWCC udvunfuge.. 
c 
2 
e in Nursing (BScN) 
NWCC, in partnership with UNBC and CNC, is offering the BScN P 
Business Administration Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
Transfer credits to universities, 3 professional accounting asso&tions and professional 
management associations. Earn Athabasca University’s Bachelor of General Studies 
degree at NWCC with a Business Administration Diploma plus additional ’ 
NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Programs (Orrliwe) 
Career tii College Prep (C/asiroorrr G. Ordirie) 
Tuition-&e high school level courses for adult learners to complete prereq+tes or 
graduation requirements. ,, i Univekity Credit 
Computer Technology (Clmsrooiri t3 Oriliric) ,, 
Develop a wide range of conipiiter skills for a great cairer. 
Early Childhood Education (ECE) 
’ 
Job-ready skills for adninistrative positionsh office and business setting. 
to a NWCC career program or a university. 
’ Noirrjrll- arid part-tirric irr rlre classroorrr ar Terrace carrips 
‘Basic and Post-basic Certificate Prograins prepare you for a rewarding career. 
,)Crime inches up 
CRIME INCREASED in Terrace with person and property 
offences and other crimes topping the list for 2005. 
Total Criminal Code offences rose to 3,615 in 2005 from 
3,289 in 2004. 
“It’s about a 10 per cent increaseacross the board rough- 
ly,” said Terrace RCMP inspector Marlin Degrand prior to 
his depature for an Edmonton posting. 
Other criminal code offences, which include those such 
as disturbing the peace, bail violations, arson and criminal 
harassment, numbered 1,683 compared to 1,524 in 2004. 
Persons offences increased to 514 from 493. Property of- 
fences rose to 1,120 from 1,074. 
Degrand said each officer works on ab 
which is about the average for officers in other detachments 
in B.C. 
The number of plain clothes officers here has dropped 
from four to three but the remaining constables still kept 
criminals on the run. 
,Qrug-related offences dropped to 93 in 2005 from 137 
2004. , 
‘’And traffic offences dr 
The plain clothes division’s open corporal position will 
be filled soon, Degrand said. 
*-- 
-COMllUNlTI COLLEGE 
Take a closer look. 
j Phone: c (25 .. . with a 
Northern %Year 
Cashable Escalator 
, Term .Depositr 
1 .  I 
INTERNET CaCE ,( 
Looking for Internet Access 
Great Rates: . Fully Cashable 
Year 1 - 3.5% 
Year 2 - 4.0% 
Year 3 - 4.5% 
RRSP Loans at Prime* 
Deadline March 1,2006 
‘Subject rojinal mdit appm 
t email,services, or ,even to”chat with- 
X-Box Live and Came Computers also 
I MONTHLY LAN TOURNAMENTS ,- 
‘All latest Game Titles, Gsic Burning, ’ N O R T H E R N  
S A  V I N G S  
C R E D I T  U N I O N  Office AppkationsVand 
Fill up that MP3 4702 Lazelle Ave Tel: 638-7822 I 
! 
Itelaxing Atmosphere and Wifeless Hotspot 
. .  + Cappuccinos and Lattes 
6 Seattle’s Best Coffees Desserts 
+Toasted Sandwi _.- 
Chocolates -Jig ” I1 
+NumiTeas . Gift Certificates ‘a 0 . First Nation Jewellery V 
@ Kama Sutra & Candles 
Bradford Collectables T..,MIICnr) 
0 Bubble Bath, Soaps & Scents 




D U L O L D M m O Y  
C.A.Y . * .D .A  Ty Plush 
Authorized Safe Boathg Program 
I .  
Mow reQuiaed for all motorized draft under 4m 
and personal watercraft (ie. Jet Ski’s) 
Sunday - 1:OO pm to 6:OQ pm 
Name: Name: 
Phone:- - Phone: 
Va ncower Calgary Vancouver Calgary 
' 
p l r l l D r l r l l l l l l l l l l l l = ~  
i 
p a m m l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  




I blame: Phone: I Vancouver Calgary 
I 
0 Remove and ins oir filter element I 
Oil & Filter brvice 1 Oil & Filter Senrice , 
0 Genuine Motor Oil L Genuine Oil Filter 
0 Lubricote locks, Y otches and hinges 
' I 0 Confirm lights, horn and wipers function 
0 Genuine Motor Oil L Genuine Oil Filter 
I 0 Lubricate locks, atches ond hinges 
1 0 Confirm lights, horn and wipers function 
p"i I * Remove ond in oir fitter element I 
I I 0 Fl!Z!ilont, broke ond wosher fluid levels 
1 0 Check tires and adiudareuure ore reouired 
* heck coolant, broke and wosher fluid levels 
* Check tires ond odiust pressure ore required I 
I 
M N Y  NEW STYE§ & I 






I *Pmvinualv rented ma I 
I 
We are alwuys here to serve a 
I 
Full Service Gas Station ATM Machine I 
Mini-Grocery 24 Hn. Monday-Sunday '. I 
'(250) 635-001 7 e Hwy 16 West, Terrace I 
you with full service! I 
I Name: Phone: I Vancouver Calgary 
' ,,,PLUS PICK=UP YOUR SlARlER KCI I 
Name: 
Phone:-- I Vancouver Calgary 
, -  I The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 1 , 2006 - A1 I 
' And Jan. 17 the industry said. 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
I 4650 Lazelle, Avenue, Terrace 290-639-7282 
Better Savings Certificate 
fi-~ear Term Deposits 
Available in- RSP's and Non-Registered Terms 
Full or Partially redeemable after 90 days. 
Bathroom Tissue' Detergent 
. 
Single (24 Rolls), Double or I ' Powderg'4.9 kg 1740-0 
Ultra Double (12 Rolls), First 3 12809-0 
/ 
Prices effective until Saturday, February 4,2006. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Photos are for illustrative purposes only. 
Also Five Alive, Selected Varieties, 
Works out to: .25 ea 
SelecGd Varieties, 8x284 mL 7814-1 
Works out to: 1.25 ea 
Plus deposit, recycling fee where applicable. 
Gold 'Seal' 8 
Crackers or Bread Sticks 
Pink Salmon 
12x213a 709-6 
Works out to: .99 ea Selected Warieties, Warehouse Pack, 
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EV BISHOP 
Hard lessons 
hen3 was eight, I stole a pack of bub- 
ble gum from Overwaitea. Grape 
Hubba Bubba to be exact. I knocked vv it casually to the floor, placed my san- 
daled foot over it-and walked; shuffling the sneaky 
toot, through the door, past the 25-cent machines, 
and out onto the sidewalk, where I slipped it into 
my pocket for later. 
The ride home was almost physically painful. 
’ My mom’s cheerful patter had me convinced 
she was:on to me. My brother wasn’t annoying, 
which proved (in my mind) that he knew about the 
gum tpo and was angling for a piece later. My little 
sister, sweet as usual, was the final nail in my guilt 
- even she was onto me, but just too nice to say 
anything. ‘ 
When I was finally alone in my room, I couldnlt 
believe it. Could it really be that I’d gotten off 
scot-free? I opened the package and‘savoured the 
grapelicious aroma. I unwrapped a plump chunk, 
popped it in my mouth, chewed twice, and then spit 
the blob out onto my hand. My stomach hurt., my 
face burned, and my heart beat at lox its normal 
rate. I was a thief. 
I hid the gum, vowing that I’d learned my les- 
son, but determined to keep the theft secret. I was 
miserable. Years later when I read Poe’s “The 
Telltale Heart,” I knew exactly what the poor guy 
had gone through - but the evil thing thumping in 
my ’walls was grape flavoured. 
I’d like to say that relief came the instant 1 
came clean to my parents and to a store clerk, but 
it didn’t. I felt that I had compromised something 
important, although I couldn’t explain what. An 
epiphany followed: the reason to.admit-screw-%is 
has little to do with the person you’ve wronged, and 
with whether they accept your apology or not. I 
had to confess so that 1 continue to be the person I 
was inside, the person I wanted to be. 
Those childhood experiences 
taught me a lot, namely that if’s 
better to do the Hght thing and 
to suffer for it, ewen better to be 
’ penalized for something that you 
didnY do, than to look good to 
otheF, knowing that you’re a big 
fake. i 0 
I wish I could say that was it - that I never made 
mistakes, never lied, never acted cowardly again, 
but I did. However, I also accepted blame and en- 
dured negative consequences for things that I had 
no part in. Those chi!dhood experiences taught me 
a lot, namely that it’s better to do the right thing 
and to suffer for it, even better to be penalized for 
something that you didn’t do, than to look good to 
others, knowing that you’re a big fake. 
I’ve often wondered if you can learn that as an 
adult. If experiences in childhood don’t reveal that 
to you, can you ever get it? Everyone definitely 
does not learn it. 
Sadly for my kids, their life lesson was slammed 
home on Friday, January 13th when our dog was hit 
and killed by a blue vehicle and the driver just kept 
on going, leaving my screaming:) sobbing nine- 
year-old to try to get liis pet off the road by himself. 
Thankfully, I was right there and came running, no 
credit to the driver. 
It was a hard weekend for my kids and the pain 
isn’t over yet. One question kept coming up over 
and over again. “Why didn’t the driver stop? Why, 
Mom? Why?’ 
Why indeed? Because the driver was a cow- 
ard, who apparently never learned that an apology 
goes a long way. No one would’ve blamed him or 
her. In the words of my daughter, “It’s bad enough 
‘that our dog had to die, but why didn’t they stop? 
Didn’t they even care? That makes it so much 
worse.’: Yes, it does. None of my words made 
them feel better. 
My kids adamantly claim that if they ever did 
something like this, they would stop. I believe 
them; experiencing pain teaches hard lessons. In 
a twisted way, perhaps I should say thanks to the 
driver who’s cowardice revealed the importance of 
doing the right thing even when it’s hard. Forgive 
me for not feeling appreciative. 
A friend of mine, saddened by choices a young 
adult family friend was making, once commented, 
“Doesn’t he realize that the things you do today 
create the person that you are tomorrow?” It’s so 
true. Doing the right thing never gets easier, only 
harder as the stakes become larger. Stealing grape 
bubblegum may not seem like a big deal to some, 
but it was a big deal. To me. It set the course for 
how I was going to conduct myself with mistakes 
that no one would ever know about. 
Too bad that driver didn’t have the kind of con- 
science that would cry over stolen bubblegum- 
maybe my kids would have felt better. 
In a way, these last fey I .  your room and still hold a grudge about it, 
it’s time for some dinner theatre. 
.Big stakes, cocktails, bribes and murder ... 
nothing’s taboo when the Terrace Little The- 
atre’s setting the ?able. 
After opening with a pair of shows last 
week, TLT presents seven more performanc- , 
es of The Karaoke Killer resuming this Fri- 
day, Feb. 3. 
tery is the Pink Flamingo, the nightclub 
home of a high stakes karaoke contest. 
Club owner Andy Zalooza (Patrick Ma- 
cIntyre) finds out quickly that peoples’ corn- 
petitive nature can bring out the best - and 
said the sophomore director who has been 
involved with TLT for over a decade. 
And as far as she can remember, dinner dread 
theatre has been a local fixture for about 15 
years but Karaoke Killer is the first murder/ the last time we will ever have to write January on our work- 
mystery show presented in &he format. sheets, and this is the last time we will be perpitted to wear 
“It’s a little different than in the past, our scarves, mittens and winter jackets in the freezing c 
but people will appreciate it,” Jacobs said. classrooms of Caledsnia. 
a great meal and a very Io short, I’d just like to take this opportuniG-to.wish 
eryone luck when G t i n g  the dreaded “F”‘ word e x e s .  Let’s 
of TLT veteran actors and plenty of zany 13 yearsofschool hasdone forus. ,, 
names. 
Tip Megood, while Amy Turner (Marion 
weeks leading up 
This is our last winter in school, grads of 2006 
s are a little bit sail. 
r 
The setting for Joh Mann’s murder mys- ’ funny show.” 
The ensembli cast features a number do our best to show that miserable little pi 
Jacobs’ husband Keith plays bartender ’ Secondary School. 
Jenna Rigo is in her Grade 12byear at Cale 
- _  ---- 
worst - in those invblved. 
director Julie Jacobs. ‘ 
line, ethics go out the window. 
End)  aid Cheryl Spencer (Hooda punkitt) 
are Pink Flamingo waitresses. 
plays Rocky Rhodes, Ada Srj.rsiat portrays 
Bonnie Lass, John Dafoe is B.G. Wanabe, 
“Everyone’s at each other’s throats,” said 
With $lO,0oO and bragging rights on the 
The karaoke contestants: Garnett Doell ’ 
The competitors see these as reason 
enough to bribe a judge - or even knock off 
a rival or two. 
“They bribejudges, and use their feminine 
wiles to influence the judges - they’re plenty 
of cleavage,” Jacobs said. “And somebody 
will be murdered every night.” 
That shouldn’tdeter a member of the,au- 
dience from trying their hand at the trophy 
though, as.Jacobs said one lucky participant 
every performance is picked to go onstage. 
“It’s a hoot for the people that get involved 
and Adam Kirkland is Lou Netunes, while 
Debbie Haynes and Barb Botelho respec- 
tively portray sisters Shapipi and Shadookie 
Indapool. Brent Nixon is celebrity judge 
Whiney Barfly. ‘* 
Jacobs said she can’t say enough of her 
cast and crew. 
The production will be staged at the Skee- 
na Valley Golf and Country Club. See page 
B2 for a full list of times and dates. ‘ 
Despite the cleavage, the show is rated 
general and suitable for all audiences. 
5 
calendars and head to Cafenara. 
\ Th; movie was nominated for best picture - drama and 
Bello was also up for a best actress nomination in the drama I H Banjour [Sonhornme l Kiti K‘Shan Primarv School hosted Carnalval Bonhomme in a weeklona cel- category. 
date at the Tillicum Win Theatres. Rated 188. 
See page B2’s City Scene for the screening’s t h e  a d  ebration of Quebgcois culture. Above, Grade 1 student Jared Kenyoigets some putting pointers from the Carnaval mascot. DUST’N 
. . .  
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ikeena Valley Golf and Counby Cluk 
best karaoke act in the Northwest. As you might 
expect, there is plenty of reason to knock off a 
competitor or two - or even br ik  a judge. Yes, 
some folks will seek victory at apy cost - they'd 
do anything for atrophy. Sad, isn't it? But it makes 
for a great murder-mystery /comedy!-Directed by 
Julie Jacobs. Presented at the Skeena Valley Golf 
&Country ClubFeb. 3-4, 10-1 1,(14, 17-18'2006. 
.- ---- - - _ -  T. Open mic night Saturdays. 
'S PUB: Live music Fridays and, 
H The Bemad Primmu MontlQl J w  
Ensemble i s  coming to Terrace. A great fan 
of American drummer Art Blakey, Montrdal 
jazzman Bernard %mea" is the founder of h e  
,band that bears his name. Since its creation in 
1984, the ensemble h a  been heard every year at 
the Monu&l International J U Z  Festival as well 
as throughout Canada and Europe, reaching more, 
than 200,0() spectaton. Nine recordings and 
three videos have marked Bernard Rimeau's 
successful%areer. The Bernard Primeau Montrdal 
Jazz Ensdmble delivers an energetic andre%shing 
modem acoustic jazz sound that receives a warm 
b. 4 at 8 p.m. 
le or season 
rrace Concert Society Web site at 
certsociety.org or call 635-5603. 
(2 
SALL Gibson Stops at the Kiva Caf6 SatUr- , 
day, Feb. 4 play 
Simply Undone. 





H The Terrace and District Arts Council 
presents Canadian director David Cronenberg's 
acclaimed, A History of Violence. Nominated for 
two Golden Globe Awards including best drama 
picture and actress (Maria Bello). Friday, Feb. 
3 7 p.m. sharp at the Tillicum Twim Theatres. 
Admission $8. ! 
-. 
li . 
ing songs from her new CD, 
See the Community Events 
d info. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
3 "  January27,28, 
February3,4,10,1l,l4,17 & 18 
l i  
_- COMMUNITYEVENTS . ' -- 
WEDNESDAY, FEE. I 
Skeena Junior Secondary School presents:. 
Skeena Fine Arts Fest - an evening showcasing 
our students' creative work in music, creative 
writing and the visual and performing arts. This 
event takes place from 7-9 p.m. at the school. For 
info, please contact Janine at 635-9136. 
(newborn to 18 months) and help develop 
language and communication. No charge. Come 
as often as you can. To register, call the North 
West Health Unit 638-2200. 
104-47 1 0 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V86 1T2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 The Happy Gang Centre hosts a pancake 
breakfast on the first Saturday of each month from 
8-11 a.m. The centre's general meeting goes on 
the second Thursday of every month at 2 p.m. 
T b  Terrace Women's Resource,@ntre A4542 
Park Avenue), hosts a Friday .noon d3cuss&n,.-, 
group'winter dries. Feb. 1 O""Th??Great Illness," 
a short Video Femmes production, explores 
epilepsy, the psyche, suffering and cure. Every 
Friday drop-in dicussion: Gender Lens on local 
issues. For info, call 638-0228. 
,kithat O&e 244A City Centre 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
> Phone: ., -. .. 250 .. 4 .. 632-9883..; 1 - .<.*<, ..::., 
SATURDAY, FEB. 4 
Sal1 Gibson, singer and songwriter from Prince 
Rupertis touring with a batch @ new songs from 
heF&ond ~ D . t e l ~ e ~ - ~ . m p l y ~ n d d ~ . " ~ b - ~ n ,
an alt-folk-rock artist, will play the Kiva Caf6 from 
8-11 p.m. Tckets $5 for students and seniors, $8 
for adults are available at the Kiva or Misty River 
Books. 
FRIDAY, FEB. 10 
The Terrace Public Library offers Valentine's 
card making for 5- to 10-year-olds from 1-2 p.m. 
CURRIED BEEF 8 ~GBTABLES ; L e  1; 5 ._ 7, 7% , -~  
Over 'rice-%-ith 6rispv * a  L 
pappadams crackers 
\ 
i *  
j Email: robin.austiri.mla@ieg.bc.ca 
DINNER - after 4pm 
MIXED GRILL 
Pork, Veal & 
Chicken stacked 
on a bed of garlic 
The University of Victoria, Centre on Aging, in 
partnership with Northern Wealth is offering its 
first winter six-week course at Mills Memorial 
Hospital's education room. The free course is 
available Friday mornings from 9:30 a.m. to 12 
noon from Jan. 20 to Feb. 24. The course is lead 
by certified and trained volunteers. Registration 
is limited, For infolon the Chronic Disease Self- . 
Management Program, call the Centre on Aging 
office toll free at 1-866-902-3767. 
FRIDAY, FEB. 10 
UNBC Terrace's Northwest winter speaker series 
resumes Feb. 10 with Dr. Margaret Anderson and 
"Integrated Learning Resources for Sm'algyax: 
Talking Dictionary, Texts,. Framma and Learning 
Tools." Further presentations: March 4 with 
Trudy Mothus and "The Adolescent Herofine): 
Teconstructing dults as Antiheroes." March 
23 Deanna Nyce: TEA presents on Aboriginal 
Education. All talks start at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace UNBC camous. 4741 Park Ave. Free and 
mashed potatoes 
Skeena Family Resources presentsfree programs 
for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at 
Kitsumkalum. Parent connection, information 
4702 Lakelre Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. 
Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon' to 2 pm., 
Transportation is available. Everyone welcome. 
Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
TheArtful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, co-ed kniting 
circle every Thursday from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalurn St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun1 Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace 
offers free treatments to the public at the Knox 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. To book 
your appointment OF for info, call 635-8892. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
at the firehall conference room. Next meeting 
scheduled for Jan. 25. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 638-0923 or Rolf 635-6911 
for information. 
The Northwest Metis Association meets on the 
third Wednesday of each month at #206-3228 
Kalum Street. Call 638-1 199 for information. 
Support After Suicide support group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of the month to tell each other's 
/I 
all welcome. 
SUNDAY, FEB. 12 
The Terrace Kin and Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
hosts a Seniors Sweetheart Dinner & Dance at the 
Elks Hall, Elks Hall, 2822 Tetrault St. Doors open 
at 4:30'p.m. with dinner at 530 p.m. No charge 
must have a ticket. Available at Safeway or Save 
On Foods service desks. Far further info or if you 
need a ride, call Denise at 635-7959. ' 
PSA8 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
registrations for pottery lessons at the new 
community pottery studio. For info, call Linda at 
Terrace' Public Library wants your attention if 
you're a homeschoolerl The library is staging a 
Homeschool Science Fair. Register now for this 
exciting 4-week session. Tuesdays from 1-2 p.m. 
Session begins on Feb. 7 and runs each week until 
Feb. 28. These programs are FREE but please 
register at the Terrace Public Library in person or 
635-1 767. 
Ghcdr Out OU db OT advertising informaion 
Baby's Namo: Baby's Name: 
Zandra Firewalf Barker Calvin Gary Bennett 
Datu & Time of Birth: Date & Tim d B i h  
Jon. 1 1 , 2006 at 7: 17 a.m. Jan. 16, 2006 at 754 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 7 02. W d g h  7 Ibs. 8 02. 
Sex: Female Sex: Male 
Parents: Shawna & Scott Parents Shouna 8 Jason 
"Baby sisier for Vir, " k b y  bmher kr 
Man*, Journey, Ktisfa, 6mnw.n" 
Justice & Qurion" 
Bab sName: 
Broo lynne Kotrina Greenwood Baby's Name: 
Presley Alexandra McPherson Data & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: Jan. 18,2006 at 1056 a.m. 
Jan. 13,,2006 at 2:45 a.m. Weight: 6 Ibs. 3 oz. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Shawn0 & Matthew Sex: Female 
" k b y  sister for M i e n  Parents: Jeri & Alan 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Camryn Jade Costoin Paris Mikoela Ashley Watts 
Date €4 Virne of Birth: Date & Time d B i h :  
lun. 15,2006 at 12:18 a.m. Jan. 19,2006 at 2:41 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 15.5 02. Weight: 5 Ibs. 1 1 02. 
Sex: Female §ex: Female 
Parents: Rebecca & Bob Parents Roberta & Brian 
"6aby sister for Courtney, "Baby sister fop isdah, Hirho; 
Brittany, leJsiCcl8 Raven" &Mew 8 Cok" 
7 
1 
by phoning 638-81 77. a
Cafenara is bringing back by popular demand its 
acoustic jams every second Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Upcoming dates are: Feb. 7 & 21, March 7 & 21, 
April 4 & 18, May 2 & 16. 
. ?!w Church of Latter Day Saints sponsors an 
,__,____ _  --.. " , .v-< . i  - .  Ichief and emeraencv coordinator Peter Weeber 
will be the gueG speaker. Find out what you can 
do to be prepared and what the community is 
prepared to do. Everyone welcome. 
Terrace Public Library's annual general meeting 
will be held Thursday, Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. in the Willy 
Schneider meeting room. Questions? Call Ed at 
the library 638-81 77. 
stories and &in healing. Support is provided by 
people who have walked the same path. Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse #102, 4450 Greig Ave. 74330 
p.m. Call Joset at 638-1347 for details. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop, 
located at 4544 Lazelle Ave. (open 10-4 p.m. 
Tuesday to Saturday) is always looking for new 
members interested in helping to raise funds for 
the hospital and Terraceview Lodge. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens' Centre. 
, 
Join us at the RE.M. Lee Theatre! 
Sat  Feb. 4 
Bernard Primeau Montreal Jan Ensemble 
Jan standards and contemporary jan. 
Sat Feb. 18 
Gregory Hoskins 
Blues/singer/songwriter. 
"Hoskins takes himself seriously. ..but given an excellent 
voice and songwriting brilliance, his ego may be justified." 
FridavISaturdw February 24.25 
The Kva Cafe hosts a staff potluck for NWCC 
students the last Sunday of every month from 6- 
9 p.m. Every mpnth has a new theme. Free for 
students. Non-students can come with a dish. 
Call Karen at 638-6398 for information. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. MA meetinas 7:30 D.m. Elemintary Band Retreat - 
New musicians are invited to participate in 
band clinics and attend and give concerts. 
from 3:30 - 330 p.m. Tliis progrim is open 'to 
youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
used as hours required in graduation portfolio. 
For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
I Sunday February 26 
Tri Band Telethon 
Listen to new musicians and support the students 
as they raise money for their annual band trip. 
Kermode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
at its Kalum St. location with an After School 
Homework Club Mondavs throuah Thursdavs 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on District Council call Lia at 635-3868. 
Skeena Square Dancers welcome all ages from 
16-90 on Monday nights at the Carpenter's Hall to 
Apr. 31,2006. Beginner dancer session from 7-8 
p.m. and 730-9:30 p.m. for mainstream dancers. 
Beginners dance for a toonie, mainstream dancers 
for %/night. Call Ron 638-8316 or Diana 638-1626 
for information. 
Northem Health Authority presents the 
pamnt and child Mother Goose Program on 
Thursdays from Jan. 12 to March 2, 2006 from 
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the health unit. Simple 
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By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
FIVE YEARS after being 
inspired by a women’s 
collective art show, a local 
artist is beaming at the 
impending gala opening ’of 
an all-women exhibit for 
February at .the Terrace Art : 
Gallery. 
Mapping the Intimate is 
the brainchild of Joan Con- 
way, who approached the 
gallery with ,,the idea last 
year. 
Its theme, besides dis- 
playing the works of women 
only, was open admits Con- 
way. 
“1 wanted to put on a show 
with a wide open theme that 
women would feel comfort- 
able with yet one that would 
touch them deeply,” Con- 
way said. 
Mapping the Intimate 
as a title expresses the idea 
of art as a celebration, said 
Conway. of something pre- 
p cious, something challeng- 
ing growth or something 
‘ ’ that expresses a view of, the 
axtist herself in society. 
Conway says the show’s 
vision grew with the artists 
as word of mouth spread. 
“Women would say, ‘I 
have an idea, what do you 
think?”’ added Conway. 
One of those artists is 
Judy McCloskey, who made 
the promotional poster that 
turned into an exhibition 
piece. > 
McCloskey says it was a 
two-way street in terms of 
the show taking form. 
“Joan [Conway] bounced 
ideas off the contributors, 
too,” said McCloskey, who 
is contributing four .pieces. 
“We wanted to give param- 
eters, direction and focus 
without hemming the artists 
in - a theme, but not con- 
stricting.” 
Another wish of Con; 
way’s was to attract young 
artists whose works haven’t JUDY McCloskey, left, and Joan Conway display the formerjs promotionalcpiece 
yet been exposed. Worid view, made entirely from magazine cutouts. The piece is one of about 100 in 
Because labelling oneself the Terrace Art Gallery’s February exhibit. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
an artist can be intimidating, 
said Conway, some artists exhibitors. The range of,me- written explanation from the “I believb the mystery 
choose not to show their cre- diums is impressive. artist that allows the viewer should by taken out of art 
ations. Viewers will be treatkd to have a more intimate and the writing (accompa- 
“I wantedit tobeaneasy to works of stained glass; sense of who the artist is, nying ‘the pieces) helps to ’ 
contributing process, not ju- poetry, photogdphy, sculp- said Conway. I break that separation,” Con- 
ried,” said Conway. ture, pottery, acrylic, oil and Having a on to way said. 
The show ha? 75 to 100 nway, /1 The exhibit’s opening re-‘ 
ces from 30 contributors- each contribution gives a deeper of the ception is this Friday, Feb. 3 
- a quarter of them first-time ompapied by a piece. at the gallery at 7 p.m. 
DR. Fishy members Dr. Greg Linton, left, and James Powell flank Debbie Scarbor- 
ough. The three hope community members help out a proposed youth shelter by 
purchasing the band’s new CD. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Nothing .I. fishy ab.out . ,-o 
supponing initiative 1 
. ., m .i .* ---e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A.2.. . . 
Every Wednesday 
. RUINS MIEN’S DAY 
Everv m u m  
SPA ESSENTIALS LADIES DAY> 
Discount Lift Ticket. Great prizes from 
Spa Essentials and Shames Mountain. 
will be held on 
Thursday, February 16,2006 at ZOO p.m. 
in the Willy Schneider Meeting Room 
Elections to the Board.of Tru$ees will take lace and 
nominations for these positions will be accepteBfrom the floor. 
carrier can Mier your pa 
, 
Ctimeatoppm offers a a a h  reward of up to S2,OOO.W (or Inhmnmtlon 
Imadlng to the armat m n d  charger baing Imld agalnat thls OT any othar 
www. kepnleyside.com ~1 ‘0 I n b - ’  , 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA who’s hoping to convert the now-vacant 
transition house to a youth shelter. 
“It just shows how much the community 
is behind these initiatives,” Scarborough 
added. “There’s just a willingness to support 
and publicize it.” 
The live CD, 14 new and old tracks re- 
corded at the2005 Bulkley Valley Fall Fair, 
features ‘ talented fiddler Jaron Freeman- 
Fox. 
It will be available at &sty River Books, 
Cafenara and the Yellow House Gift Shop. 
The CD will also be available Saturday, 
Feb. 25 when the band (with Freeman-Fox) 
plays a 7 p.m. concert with Prince Rupert’s 
Celtic Rain at the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. 
The all ages show has limited seating and 
will feature a dessert spread. 
Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for ages 13 
and under and are available at Misty River 
LOCAL BAND Dr. Fishy hopes its new live 
CD hitting the shelves of area businesses 
will sell like hot cakes. 
So does Debbie Scarborough. 
Proceeds from the $15 CD, “Caught Live 
and Released,” will go toward the proposed 
Terrace Youth Emergency Shelter that Scar- 
borough plans to open. 1 
“It’s something that needs publicity - it’s 
brand new hnd it’s required here,” said vo- 
calist and guitarist Greg Linton of the pro- 
posed youth shelter. “Youth need a helping 
hand and support.” . 
The band has mad& it a habit to raise 
money for local initiatives like the Asian 
tsunami relief drive in Janiiary 2005 and the 
Dr. REM Lee Hospital Foundation. 
Still, getting news the band was to donate 
money from CD sales took Scarborough by 
surprise. 
JUMPS & BUMPS 
ith the Shames Freestyle Club 
with Mike Ternes 
I ti 
I , ‘  ROBBROWN 
u eat,” wrote Arthur Scho- ~ 
mechanics of the food,chain, 
farm workers were fat- 
sure they are sold locally too,” department di- 
or Jamry Sury told journalists. 
Before you dismiss t h i s  incident with the cont‘en- 
tions that you don’t eat catfish and this is something 
that could only happen to fish farming in far-flung 
thi@, world backwaters, consider an item from the . 
New Zealand Star of 29 December 2004 that sug- 
gests Bird flu may be spread by using chicken dung 
@:@-b fish f ~ !  This nauseating and dangerous 
,pr~ctice:~a..n~w.,routine in Asia, reports the Star’s 
Michael MCCarthy.~ . , 
Decrease.the cost of feed and you increase profit. 
over Asia, and especially in China, fish farmers 
are dumping chicken shit into their fish ponds. The 
right dose of poo leads to an explosion in plankton, 
the favoded feed of tilapia and catfish. 
Birdlife International, the world’s leading bird 
conservation organization, believes the practice of 
fattening fish on bird feces may lead to a situation 
similar bo the Mad Cow disease outbreak in Great 
Britain. > 
r BSE or Mad Cow, the delightful 
the victim’s brain into something 
the consistency of oatmeal over the course of a 
cted, particularly painful period of dying. 
d, that’s not the only problem with t h i s  fish 
exung feces fiasco: scientific concern extends to 
‘th6 possibility that H5N1 may also be spread as a 
result of feeding fish this way. 
‘ You know H5N1, or bird flu, the virus busily 
mutating like crazy in an attempt to more efficiently , 
jump from fowl to folks and cause a global pan- 
demic which epidemiologists reckon will kill up- 
wards of 200 million people once it gets legs. 
Thank God our locally located fish farm multi- 
nationals don’t engage in the foul practice of feed- 
ing fowl to fish. 
But wait ... last year the Raincoast Conservation 
Society learned from rendering plants and US Court 
documents that chicken parts, including blood, car- 
casses, and feathers are ingredients in farnied salm- 
on feed that ha; been used on this coast. 
The use of bird bits in fish feed is surprisingly 
common. 
7 Scotch consumers dodging Scottish farmed 
salmon after one of many contamination scandals 
discovered that farmed salmon from New Zealand 
was likely to have been fed ground poultry feath- 
ers. 
Two of the country’s largest companies, New 
Zealand King Salmon and Sanford, both use feath- 
ermeal, a byproduct of chicken processed for hu- 
Inan co eat-treatment and hydroly- 
iation. ‘ 
The Kiwi smpanies say feathermeal is safe, 
of course, but anyone who has read anything at all 
about the British experience with Mad Cow disease 
will h o w  that feeding cattle sheep or other flesh of 
their cousins is a dangerous act, and feeding birds 
to fish is likely to be too. 
Speaking of Bovine Spongifom Encephalopa- 
thy, an article entitled “Prions Get Fishy,” pub- 
lished in the journal Nature last year stated that: 
“Fish, like sheep, elk and humans, could suffer a 
version of ‘mad cow disease’, or BSE, preliminary 
evidence suggests. The results might help to reveal 
how the disease jumps from species to species”. 
As a result of the Mad Cow crisis, a ban on any 
mammalian meat and bone meal from farm animals 
being fed to fish’has been in place in Britain since 
1996, cutting a theoretical route of BSE infection 
on fish farms but the risk is st i l l  there. 
Still, the world’s largest salmon farming compa- 
ny, Nutreco, has conducted trials in Australia using 
meat, meat and bone, blood, feather, poultry meals 
and rendered animal products in farmed salmon di- 
ets. 
Pesticides, hormones, food colouring and PCBs 
and now ground up feathers - mmmm, mmmm 
v n d  
I 
THE RIVER KINGS celebrate after scoring one of two goals in Kitimat Jan. 21 .c’Unfortunately; the Kings couldn’t keep their heads above 
water to net another victory against theic number-one rivak and will have to be happy with their lone victory to the club last November. 
RIVER KINGS WEBSITE PHOTO 
sinking feeling, again 
The River Kings crumble under the Demons’ power in Kitimat 
THE MUCH anticipated final game of the season 
between the.River Kings and the Ice Demons 
faidd to materialize as a hockey showcase for the 
CIHL as the Demons spotted the Kings a goal in 
the first minute, then outskated our boys to a 7-2 
final. 
Needing a win to stay in contention for first 
place in the league, the River Kings did not have 
their A-game with them as they couldn’t seem to 
handle the big ice at Tamitik. 
And with Kitimat primed and ready, Terrace 
was outplayed for most of the game. 
The River Kings did all of their scoring early 
and late in the first period.. 
At the 59 second mark, Mario Desjardins’ 
shot from the post hit Demons’ Nick Markowski, 
rolled through his legs loose in the crease and 
Davey Jones slid it behind Jamie Moran, in net 
for the Demons. 
Jones was again Johnnie-on-the-spot with 35 
seconds left in the period when he knocked home 
a rebound from a Howie O’Brien shot that Moran 
knocked,aside. 
After a shaky start, Kitimat took possession of 
the puck and began peppering Kings goalie Burny 
Carlson, who made numerous good saves as the 
Demons may have been just a bit too fancy with 
their passing game. 
Kitimat’sDaniel Mayerpopped homearebound 
from a Craig Hewitson shot with six minutes left 
in the period. Three minutes later, Hewitson slid a 
nice backwards pass to Jeff Mildenberger coming 
in from the point and his low shot beat Carlson 
cleanly to the stick side, to make it 2- 1. 
Demons looked to be in charge as the period 
wound down. But as happened so often this sea- 
son, they coughed up a puck in their own zone 
for that second Jones goal and went to the first 
intennission tied 2-2. 
Kitimat outshot Terrace 13-7 in the period, 
which was a bumpy one that saw each team take 
 six two-minute penalties for a range of infractions, 
but mostly roughing, slashing and interference. 
The second period belonged to the Demons 
who came out strong and Hewitson quickly re- 
stored the lead with what turned out to be the 
winning goal, a turn-around shot in the crease that 
gave Carlsen no chance. 
The assist went to Chris Vilness, playing a 
fast-skating, hard-hitting game on the wing where 
he looked to be enjoying himself. 
Only eight seconds later, off the face off, Dan- 
iel Mayer made it 4-2, one-timing a perfect cross 
ice pass from Rob Lafferty into the net. 
Two minutes later, a pushing match at the 
benches between Demons winger Dave Venman 
and the Kings’ Andy McCleary got a little more 
serious and thp, two dropped their gloves for a 
Spirited scrap. 
The refs pulled Venman off McCleary when 
he went down’and the crowd roared. 
When the game resumed, Kitimat continued to 
dominate and the physical play continued to esca- 
late. With River King Jones in the penalty box for 
tripping, Terry Whelan made Terrace pay with a 
nice power-play goal with eight minutes remain- 
ing in the period, assisted by Nick Markowski and 
Daniel Mayer. 
Rich Clair earned a 10-minute misconduct as 
he gave referee Paul Millar his version of what 
had happened. 
A scrap between Lafferty and Nate McNamara 
that had been brewing since the two tussled in 
Terrace finally erupted with 4.34 left in the pe- 
riod after the two pushed and shoved. Lafferty 
again emerged the clear winner as the crowd went 
wild. 
Demons outshot Terrace 16-6 in the period. 
Terrace staged a bit of a rally in the third peri- 
od, outshooting the Demons 12 -7, but most were 
of the mild shoot-in variety and gave Moran little 
Three and a half minutes into the period, with 
Kitimat again on the power play, Danny Ennis 
- a presence for the Demons all night - scored a 
nice goal with a hard wrist shot that Carlsen has 
yet to see. Assists went to Mildenberger and Mar- 
kowski. 
Just after the Demons’ Whelan and Kings’ 
Rich Clair were ejected after a double headlock 
wrestling match, Vilness finished the scoring with 
a nice wrister from the left circle that fooled Carl- 
son high with 1.58 left in the g e e .  
King’s Phil Morrison earned a gross miscon- 
duct with a minute left. 
. trouble. 
. Playoff positions? 
The Demons’ win saw them change places with 
the River Kings: Kitimat moved to second ,with 
25 points, one ahead of Terrace as of Jan 23. 
And with a two-game sweep of 100 Mile 
House, the Smithers Steelheads were just one 
point adrift of the River Kings. 
But the Demons have finished their season 
while Terrace and Sniithers each had two left last 
weekend. 
Houston was confirmed league champions as a 
result of the Terrace loss. 
The River Kings are guaranteed at least 
fourth. 
And the Steelheads took on Mnckenzie Moose 
in their final games knowing two wins would like- 
ly sew up second place. 
It looks like the battle for playoff position is 
going down to the final buzzer. 
Geared up for the Games 
Local athletes’ ready to, take’o,ri the north’s best’ ’ ’ 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
TWENTY-ONE local athletes will’ challenge themselves 
,, in various sports and one new event at the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games starting tomorrow in 100 Mile House. 
And, if past perforinance is.any indication, they should 
fill the bus with medals for the return trip. 
“Out of the athletes we sent to the last Games, close to 
70 per cent medalled,” says Carol Wall, regional director for 
the’Games. 
This time the alpine skiers take to the slopes, something 
that doesn’t usually happen. 
“Alpine’skiing is one sport added, .which is fairly rare just 
because alot of host cities do not have a Ski hill close by,” 
she says. Five alpine skiers from here will join their coach 
for the trip. , .  
Terrace is also sending five taekwondo athletes, three ju- 
venile curlers and seven skaters; The number of athletes is 
low because of several provincial games taking place at the 
same time and the distance, says Wall. 
Athletes and their coaches will board the bus at 2 a.m. 
tomorrow morning for the 16-hourjourney, and arrive at 6 
p.m. They return early next Monday morning. 
Over 100 athletes from the Kitimat-Stikine zone will 
compete this year. About 1,000 athletes from eight northern 
I .  
, .  
’ 




The CIHL play- 
offs start with the 
fourth place regular 
season team hosting 
number-one Hous- 
ton. The overall 
second-place team 
visits the third-place 
squad. 
1 
February 9 to 12 
The 50th Ladies 
Valentine’s Bon- 
spiel curls at 7 p.m. 
Thursday for local 
teams. Out-of-town 
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Awesome / 'Exciting Softball, 
for all ages, Male & Female, 
Starting in Spring of 2006. Con- 
tact your local association or 
infoOsoftball.bc.ca orwww.soft- 
tub). Excellent condition, 2 years 
old. Serious enquiries only. After ALL PRO ESCORTS. 24 hour 
service. Great prices. Excellent 
selection. Fast, friendly, dis- 
creet. Always hiring. 250-635- 
6996 www.allproescorts.com KYoCERA lost. 
on Jan. 15/06. Phone 250-638- 
1697 (4p3) (3P6) I 
ball. bc.ca 
GENTLEMAN. SINGLE en- 
joys outdoors; boating,, fishing, 
camping. Looking for single fe- 
male 60+ with similar interest for 
companicnship. Please reply to 
Box #233 c/o 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
. I  I ?  
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 




4626 Davis Street I .  , 
'Terrace, B.C. V8G 1x7 > 
hmd Srvicr Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
Aaoddbrr 24 hour pager 
*SKI & STAY at'SUN PEAKS 
RESORT!* Vacation rentals of 
new Condos & Chalets, 1 -4bed- 
rooms. Full kitchens, f/p, hot 
tubs, slope-side locations. 1- 
800-81 1'4588 www.BearCoun 
trv.ca ..~ 
8 .  Prince Rupert Ocean Fishing, 
Fish for large salmon & halibut, 
guaranteed fish! Book now at 
www.salmoncharters.ca Cell 1 - 
250-960-9904 Limited spaces 
available! 
Thunk you, Jesus, b r  our b o  ungels in heaven 
Janine Rinaldi Aurore Tixador 
our loving Mom 
Nov. 17,2004 Feb. 1,1966 
our loving Grandmother 
, passed from this earth passed from this earth 
..... 
, .  




Helen passed away peaceful- 
ly at Terraceview Lodge hfkr 
8 years of excellent care by 
the staff. 
Survived b loving husband Keih, daughter 
Candie, Ryan, Dana and one great grandchild 
Taylor. 
Special thanks to the care personnel and nurses at 
Terraceview Lodge. 
Always in our heart - to a lovely lady, beautiful in 
every way. 
Thanks for the memories of 56 years of marriage. 
Linda Fenric I , son Dennis (Kathy), 3 grandchildren 
We will always love you. 
Keith, Linda, Qennis and our 
grandchildren and great granddaughter. 
In lieu of flowers - donations to Terraceview Lodge. 
Memorial to be announced at a later date. 
8 $50 250-635-4243 @D3) . ', 
Maman ... so many images come to Please always know I love you 
mind and no one tan take your place. 
Whenever I speak your name. Years may come and o 
Things have never been the same. erased. 
Maman, if I could turn back time Today, Jesus, as You are listening 
And once more hear your voice; In your home above, 
I'd tell you that out of all the moms Would you go and find our Mom and 
You would ahvays be my choice. Grandmother 
And give them all our love. 
It seems without you in my life But your memory wil P never be ' I  
rour loving children: John, Chantal8i Emma 
And loving husband, Richard 
your own home business. In- 
door environment Technology 
Company seeking local reps. 
Earn $1000 - $5000 /'month. 
Call 1-250-809-0469 for free 
DVD & get started now1 
FREE PUBLISHING GUIDE. 
Have you written a book? Pub- 
lish your book In weeks and 
have it available for sale world- 
wide. ' 1-888-232-4444 Ext. , 
5051 or www.trafford.com/5051 
NET UP to $2800 per month% - no selling. Secure, proven 
cash flow. Minimum investment + 
$16,800. Fres Info 1-800-321 - 
6126. 
Home Workers Neededll! 
81500MIK ASSEMBLING, pro- 
ducts / stuffing envelopes. No 
experience needed. Free infor- 
mation: www.CanadianJob 
Source.com Ref #7-702 or Call 
BUSINESS,\ Loans. $1 00,000 
to $5 Million. Business Plans, 
Management Consulting, Cash 
-\ Flow Analysis. Joint Ventures 
for Subdivision Development 
and Land Purchases. Private 
Money available. Call 1-866- 
NORCO SEPTIC Service Ltd. \ 
Well established vacuum truck 
business for sale 30+ years 
same ownership. Three tandem 
trucks, one single axle. Doug 
250-638-8439 evenings. (5p3) 
1-705-726-9070. 
402-6464. 
accordance with the 
Recruitment Services 
600-299 Victoria Street 
Prince George BC V2L 588 
Fax: (250) 565-2251 
Email: HR@northernhealth.ca 
ed Electrician to work 
cover letter to: 
Norma Neil, Houston Forest 
Box 5ooo. Houston, B.C. VW 1ZO 
Born May 21 , 1952 
Entered into Rest January 31 , 2005 
at Terrace, B.C. 
Those Who Live In Our Hearts  
We cannot control the movement of time. 
Nor can we control our own destiny, 
or the destinies of those we love. 
But we can take comfort in knowing, 
that those who have lived in our hearts, 
are never really gone. 
in our f earts and our thoughts, 
they will be with us always. 
For love which is timeless, 
never ceases to exist. 
\ 
For as Ion as we keep them with us, 
! 
Everyday missed b; 
Dad, family and friend 
would like to thank the following businesses for their 
donation of door prizes for our Christmas party: 




Esther's Inn, Prince George 
Sonny's Collectables 
' MsDonalds . 
Dbiry Queen 
House of Sim-oi-ghets 
Gemma's 
Misty River books 
Save on Foods 
Best Western Inn 
Radio Shack - 
Entry-level Log Builder Training 
course starts March 27 - July 
21, 2006. Okanagan School 
of Log Building. www.okslb.ca 
Phone: 250-765-5166. Ernail: 
infoOoksl b.ca 
r !  
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VALLEY BLACKTOP 
interested in bees. Must be A Well established Paving com- 
mature and hardworking. car- pany in the Revelstoke/Salmon 
PnW and mechanical skills an , Arm region of BC, requires 
asset. Full-time position. Fax/ the following positions: ALL 
. email resume with references to: PAVIN~ PERSONNEL, PLANT 
Nicola Valley Apiaries, Merritt, OPERATOR, GRADE CREW BC. 250-378-5208 Or 
PERSONNEL. Fax Resumes to 
~ mentgnicolaval1eyhoney.corn 1250)836-3818. 
\ Accountant Wanted 
North Okanagan CA firm is look- 
ing for an accountant. 
- proficient in file preparation 
LEASE OP" AND 
' Due to expanding work Bulk 
Systems is currently looking for 
trucks and drivers for our Chilli- 
CATIONS; 
hkali Lake Ranch will be hir- 
ing irrigators, farmers, fencers, 
and cowboys for work starting 
March 06. Accepting resumes 
or letters by fax 250-440-5632 
or mail: Alkali Lake Ranch, Attn: 
Bronc Twan. Box 37. Alkali 
Logging Truck Driver wanted. 
Super B experience preferred. 
Clean abstract and references 
required. Call (250)992-0046 
Days or (250)992-7370 Even- 
ings. 
A well-established municipal 
Davina / construction & crushins 
H & R lhnrpolt mqulm 
0 0wnerK)peratoCs 
Canada only 
Lake, BC VOL IBO. Please in- 
clude contact #'s. NO PHONE 
CALLS PLEASE! 
North Central Family Resources Ltd. is recruiting 
a part-time Foster Parent Training & Support 
Facilitator for the Bulkley Valley. This is a 
challenging & rewarding position requiring a self- 
starter. Facilitators provide support and trainhg 
services to foster parents, with an emphasis on peer 
support facilitation and networking between foster 
parents, MCFD, and other service providers. 
Some travel required. 
(1 
cornpiny seeks the following 
personnel for the 2006 construc- 
tion season. All positions are 
seasonaVful1-time and require a 
valid drivers license. - Paving personnel - Dump truck drivers 
edcrusher - Experi nced operators skidsteerhoad- 
- Finish grader operator - Experienced pipe laboumrs 
Competitive union wages and 
excellent benefit package. 
Please submit resume in con- 
fidence to: 
Cantex-Okanagan Construction 
Ltd., 7800kanagan Ave. E., Pen- 
ticton, BC V2A 3K6 Fax: 250- 
492-0195 Attn:' Manager 
I.J. Window, and Doors Ltd. 
now hiring for the position of 
In-office Sales/Estlmator. Must 
have experience In the construc- 
tlon Industry and a working 
knowledge of blueprlnts. Apply 
with resume between 9am-2pm.- 
Monday thru Friday. 1255-12th 
St., Kamloops, BC or fax to 
ALL PRO Escorts. Drivers need- 
ed. Must have car and cell. Re- 
tired person preferred. 24 hour 
on call. 250-635-6996 ' 
www.allproescorts.com (5pl) 
DICTA-TYPIST required by 
small firm on part-time basis.&- 
plicants who have a computer 
at home, Microsoft word, good 
typing skills, and excellent spell- 
ing and grammar, should send 
airesume c/o File #236 Terrace 
Standard, 321 0 Clinton Ave., 
Terraco, B.C. VBG5R2 indicating 
the hourly wage expected. Also 
please advise of any other office 
skills you possess, other em- 
ployment obligations you might 
have and the usual time-frames 
you would be available for work. 
GET PAID To Shop restaurants, 
gas stations, etc! No fees. We 
need reliable shoppers in the 
Terrace area. Info/appiication: 
www.applyshopnchek.ca: 1- 
866-762-2435mext 2383. (4p3) 
KALUM KABS LTD requires 
full/part time drivers, dispatch- 
ers. Drop off resume to 4449 
Lakelse Avenue. , 
No phone calls please. (4c3) 
LOG TRUCK driver required. 
Off highway, camp job (low 
stress). Log trucks wanted with 
or without trailers. Reply: Box 
138, Burns lake, B.C. VOJ 1EO 
or email: unchalake0futurenet. 
bc.ca (3p3) 
MILLWRIGHT: A Fast paced 
remanufacturing plant based 
250-376-2324. 
l5p3) 
A major retailer is looking for people to work an 
assigned schedule of 4 to 12 hours per week 
throughout the "Vancouvef' area assessing the 
customer service skills of our employees. 
Inquire on line at www.qualityshopper.org 
, $9.76/hour, plus kilometers 
(Minimum wage duririg training). EOE. 
(2 
and personal tax. , wack Office. Super-Train Exp 
MPFRIENCF required. - 1 to 2 Years f3Xperi~nce in pub- Monday - Friday weekends 
lic practice is essential. Competitive rate of pay. 
Visit our website 
www.ncfr.ca 
for a complete description 
and application details. R M I L v  3 0 u R c E s 11 1 
Immediate opening for a 
Licensed Automotive Technician. 
Experience in import vehicles an asset. Excellent 
renumeration and benefit package available to 
successful applicant. Please apply in person to: 
To instruct the Welding Program in 'C' level, ' B  Level, 'A' level and 
Apprenticeship programs. 
QUAUFKAM)NS: A minimum of a valid BC 'A' bvel and 
Inter-provincial Certificate of Qualification. Experience teaching adults 
i s  preferred. For additional information, please contact Jeff lekstrom, 
Dean of Trades and Apprenticeship at (250) 784.7501. 
LOCATION: Dawson Creek Campus 
SAlARk $3 1.08 - $37.20 per hour, depending on qualifications and 
experience 
START DAm As soon as possible after closing to September 1 , 2006 
W N E  FOR APWCATWN: February 10,2006 
COMPETITION NUMBER' 05: 154 0 
Qualified applicants are invifed to forward resume and lehr of 
application, quoting he competition number, and including names and 
telephone numbis of hree current professional references to: 
lllSUBARU63- 
HIGHWAY 16E. TERRACE 
I 
' We are currently. seeking a 
y, fast-paced recreational dealer. Must have 
ional customer relationship and communication 
Is. Previous parts experience preferred: 
tive wa es and benefit package available'to 
ful app P icbnt. Valid drivers license required. 
Re& with resume to: 
7825233 
, 
I i. , 
. .. 
, .  
Penonnel sonicer 
1 140 14th Street 
Dawson Creek, B.C. V1 G 4G2 
NOhm lighh colhg@ 
, w -  
File# 232 
" c/o Terrace Standard " 
32 10 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Only a plicants selecd.for interview will be contacted.> 
All appfcations kept confidential. No phone calls please. 
I BuiRdingCentre I 
- Has an opening for aJfull-time 
SALESPERSON 
The successful a plicant will be customer service 
player., Or anizational skills as wel l  as a' keen 
The applicant must be dependable and available 
to work Saturdays. 
RONA Building Center provides: 
an enjoyable working environment 
0 excellent benefit package ' 
current industry training 
with remuneration in accordance with experi- 
ence. 
Please send your resume to: 
oriented, enjoy 8 ealing with the public and a team 
,interest in 3, t e construction industry are required. 
Attention: Dcne Merift 
RONA 6uiCiling Cenhe 
3207 Munroe St. 
1emxeB.C. V8G303 
50 unit condominium complex ' 
' Ability to perform some light maintenance duties 
Full time on site preferred 
Criminal record check 
Oath of confidence 
Class 5 drivers license with drivers abstract 
. 
* es by using strong leadership and orgadzational skills, 
nage a team of staff. Will provide consultation and direct 
asupekision and work closely with the communities. Personal 
tdrs case practice to ensure they are current 
s. Negotiate some contracts. 
\ 
ted strong administrative an 
sup&visory skills. Knowledge and workin experience with 
require effective communication skills. Must possess BSW 
or is a Masters candidate, with three years extensive work 
experience in o rural community. Successful applicant subject 
to criminal record review, police record check required and 
must be willing to travel Extensive job descriptions available 
on request 
CLOSING DAm F e b r ~ ~ r y  6,2006, rS:30 pm 
'm Jeanne bighton - ~~ecvt ive D~WW I 
First Nations families, communities, legis 9 ative policy, and 
& North bast area and Doam Lake area 
. ~ ~ p * n c e w i t h a p p l ~ ~  -= 
F a :  (250) 638.8930 a (250) 6384451 
Drop off resume to: 
K'san House Society 
4838 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Or fax to; 250-635-231 5 
in the Okanagan has an im- 
mediate full-time opening for 
a permanent Interprovincial 
journeyman millwright with 
machjning, welding 
cation experience.; 
with European remanufacturing 
machinery, moulders, radio fre- 
quency press, angle line and 
transfer desks will be an asset. 
Must be a team player and also 
be able to work unsupervised. 
Duties include maintenance, 
troubleshooting <and installing 
machinery. Apply 0 Greenwood 
Forest products, Box 9, Pentic- 
ton, B.C. V2A 6J9 or by email: 
gfp@gfp.bc.ca (3p3) 
TECHNICIAN WELL versed in 
all aspectsof Networking &Com- 
puter Services, including but not 
limited to: Server 2003, AD, MS 
Exchange, Symantec Routers, 
Security, WAN setups, Terminal 
Server, IIS, hardware diagnosis 
& repair, software diagnosis, an- 
tivirus & Spam. MicroAge has 
been providingservicesto North- 
ern BC since 1994. Technicians 
must have the ability to: relate 
well to clients, multi-task, quick- 
ly adapt to situations, and pro- 
vide a professional image. Must 
own reliable vehicle and be wili- 
ing to travel. Bring resumes to: 
MicroAge Prince George, 3699 
Massey Drive, Prince George, I 
B.C. V2N 4E6, or e-mail to loria 
rnicroagepg.com. (3p3) 
WE ARE looking for the follow- 
ing positions: F/T waitress, 
kitchen helper (working evening 
shifts) Please send your resume 
to Shan Van Restaurant at 4606 
Greig Ave., Tenace. (1 p3) 
WE ARE seeking a full time Le- 
gal Secretary/Asaistant. Prev- 
ious experience in Family/Civil 
matters an asset. Send resumes 
to: Talstra & Company, 101- 
3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.c. 
V8G 4R3 or by e-mail to jlipov0 
talstralaw.ca. 
Y 
Stepping the Violence Counsellor 
Children Who Witness Abuse Counsellor 
These are two 17.5 hr/wk positions combined 35 hr/wk. 
Competitive salary with excellent benefit package. I 
This erson will be expected to counsel both male and 
fema! children 3-1 8 and women 19 and older who have' 
experienced sexual -assault, violence or abuse in their 
intimate relationships. 
Qualifications: M.S.W., or M.A./M. Ed. (Counselling 
Psychology) or equivalent education and training. Three 
years counselling experience with on emphasis on women 
who have experienced violence. Analysis, knowledge and 
trainin in trauma counselling. Sensitivity to and an awareness 
Masse! is located on beautiful-Haida Gwaii where we have 
beautiful beaches and fascinating culture, both native and 
non-native. For those with a wild side, wilderness recreational 
opportunities second to none. 
This i s  a new program for our Society, this person will need 
to start up and manage o new program. Send Resumes to: 
Brenda Byberg, Hoida Gwaii Society for Community Peace, 
P.O. Box 81 1 , Masse!, B.C. VOT 1/40. Phone 250 626 
4664 Fax: 1 250 626 4662 or hgspeaceQmhtv.ca 
BY February 13, 2006. 
of Hai ! a culture.Crimina1 record check required. 
11 
1 A World of Ability 
NO PHONE CALLS PL 
Must be enthusiastic, well spoken and self motivated 
Customer satisfaction minded 
Team player 
Well groomed 
Willingness to learn 
Knowledge and interest in the auto industry an asset 
Sales experience preferred but willing to provide 
We provide: 
Top rated import automobiles: 
Great selection of pre-owned vehicles 
Wage guarantee , 
Training I, 
Benefits package 
training to successful applicant 
msusARu @mEma 
0 
is possible when you utilize your shills with the lorgest land 
based drilling and service rig provider in the world. We are 
committed to our employees through industry leading safety 
initiatives and coreer advancement, including international 
assignments. With o fleet of 84 modern drilling rigs, 175 service 
dgs and various complementary services throughout Western 
Canada, we empower our employees to work os port of a strong 
team to help deliver exceptional results to our customers. 







Product Handlers I 
Welders 
Accounting Technician 
i Administrative Assistants 
Human Resource Professionals 
Safety Coordinator 
Eq,vironrnental Coordinators 
Please forward your resume by February 3, 2006, to: 
karen.baglot@nabors.com or fax: 780.955.5227. 
We will be visiting Terrace on Wednesday, February 8 
1 to conduct interviews wi$ selected candidates for the 
above roles. 
For other Field oppodt ies ,  call 1.877.NG.HAND. 
I 
Gitxsan Child & Family 
Services Society 
Auxiliary Social Worker 
(Par t-Time) 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society in Hazelton, 
B.C. i s  seeking to fill the position o f  Auxiliary Social Worker 
immediately. The Social Worker wil l provide support to 
families in crisis or  with high risk or special needs children. 
Using clinical and interpersonal skills as well as good 
case management systems, the social worker wi l l  provide 
a variety o f  services, including monitoring, preventative 
services and referrals to appropriate resources to assist with 
the preservation o f  the family unit. 
Qualifications: BSW or MSW; or BA Child and Youth 
Care; or M.Ed. CounsellinglMA Clinical Psychology 
having completed a practicum in family and child welfare. 
Po;lice record review required. Must have a valid BC 
driver's licence and may be required to use personal vehicle 
for business. Knowledge o f  Gitxsan systems would be an 
asset. 
Pursuant to Section 41 of the BC Human Rights Code, 
preference may be given to applicants of Aboriginal 
Ancestry. 
For complete details o f  the responsibilities and qualifications 
for this position, please contact the GCFSS (250)842-2258 
or fax (250)842-248 1. 
Please submit your resume and cover letter to the attention 
Of: 
Sandra Crawford, Acting Team Leader 
Gitxsan Child And Family Services Society 
PO. Box 333, 
Hazelton, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
\ 
HEAVY duty mechanic. Victor- 
ia location. Prefer experience 
on highway trucks, losdbrs and 
excavators. Fax 250-381 -3866 
or email dkennedy@budgets- 
teel.com 
Move to the Okanagan. Moving 
expenses paid. Eckert Electric 
Ltd. In Penticton, B.C. is h i h g  
construction electricianswith ex- 
perience running projects of all 
sizes. As well, we are also look- 
ing for service electricians. We 
offer a very competitive wage 
package, benefit plan, company 
vehicle as well as a great work- 
ing environment. This position 
is permanent full-time and could 
start ASAP. Please fax resume 
to 250-492-2977 or e-mail to: 
clay-eckert@shaw.ca 
Autobody Journeyman and Paint 
Prepper wanted. Wage negoti- 
able. Resumes accepted by fax or 
email only. No Phone calls or drop 
ins. Fax: 250-747-1505 or Emaii: 
newtech@netbistro.com 
I 
reliable, motivated, caring individual, 
capable of being a team player. I 
Competitive wages and benefits based 
on qualifications & experience. 
Apply to Park Avenue Bental Clinic 
c/o Bonnie Olson 
201 -46 19 Park Avenue 





Proudly serving Canada 
for over 50 years 
Nabors Canada is committed to  proteding people and the environment. 
Safety is the way we do business and live our lives. DAYCARE WORKER required 
for Terrace campus childcare 
centre to start early February. 
Please call 250-638-5404 (5p3) 
The deadline for receipt of applications is 400 p.m. 
on Februarv 17.2806. 
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Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 1 Oam4pm 
or call 638-1 113. 
S k m o  CCRR 
is bnded by the Province of B.C. 
Call 250-638-0404(3&n) ' 
AVAILABLE ONE and two bed- 
, room apartment close to hopsi- 
'1 tal. No pets, for information call 
BRIGHT SPACIOUS 2 bedroom 
apartment. Three appliances 
with storage mom, blinds and 
beautiful oak cabinets. Adult ori- 
ented, non-smoking; no pets. 
$575 per month. Call 250-638- 
250-635-9333. (3~3)  
11,600 sq. It. SalesMlarehouse 
1,735 sq. ft. 
Cold storage & large fenced compound 
SalesMlarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space ' 4818 Hwy. 16 West 
951 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Pohle Ave 
900 sq. ft. Off ice/Sales 
(Ground Level Store front Downtown) 
4624A Greig Ave 
derground. Paved roads. 160 
' acre private park. (The 
Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
Vernon and 40 minutes to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from 
www.whisperridge.com 
WANTED FIVE or more acres 
with/without home within fifteen 
- minutes of Terrace. Want to buy 
---or rent. 250-546-6780(4~3) 
WANTED LAND in Terrace area. 
Owner financed. Jack Pine, Old 
v Remo, Rosswood. etc. 250-631 - 
$1 26,500-$160,400. 
250-545-5472, a >  
1-800-493-8133. 
i ,  
1 180 sq. h., 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, sunken living room, 
family room, 1 /2 basement. Completely renovated bathroom, 
deck, new laminate, &pet, lino, paint, doors (int/ext), 
electric fireplace (new), W/D (new), F/S, large fenced yard 
(double lot), fruit trees, near school/park/hospital. , 
Move-in ready! $124,900.00 
' (250) 635-2509 ' 
View photos: co.geocifies.com/molifor~28 I I/pholopogerock.hhn/ 
HOUSEKEEPER AVAILABLE. 
Reasonable rates, flexible 
hours. Energetic and trustwor- 
thy. References available. Call 
250-635-4525 6D3) 
- 1477 after 6 p.m. (5p3) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
, 
QET BACK ON TRACK1 Bad 
Credlt? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lendll If you 
own your own home-you quaii- 
www.ploneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU have equity in your 
home, We can help! Can't prove 
Income, slow credit, bank says 
NO! Call Rick at Rick Graves & 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
AUTO LOAN TODAY ' 
mmn.creditrebulldem.net 
Bad credit, slow credit, 
bankrupt, first time buyer, 
1-888-270-7199 Get both the 
vehicles & credit,you deserve. 
Selling to First Nations since 
1985. Professional Auto 
Credit Rebuilders. 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
. 
CHOCOLATE PEDDLAR es- 
tablished in Williams Lake, 88s- 
ily relocated. Selling quality 
chocolates, coffee, ice cream, 
gifts, baskets and candy. A fun 
creative business. Evenings 
(250)398-9890, (250)392-7695. 
,,mdndneJ bts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
6157543 or 6353475 1 1 ~ 3  
Faces sunny south on South- d, 51 17 Medeek. Large yard, 
side. Sorry, N/P, N/S, referenc- paved parking, like new, 2 living 
es, please. $400 250-635-5081 rooms, 2 n/g fireplaces, 3 bath- 
rooms, available irnmedlately. BRIAHT ONE BEDROOM su- $750/month. , 250-635-5348 u
ITE. LOTS OF ROOM. INCL.. l2P3) 
HEAT, HYDRO & CABLE. $4851 GROUND LEVEL 1 bedroom 
MO. CALL 250-638-8639. (4P31 duplex, W/D, gas fireplace, 
FOR RENT. Southside, 2 bed- carport, shed, cable & utilities 
room basement suite, utilities included. Available Feb. 1. No 
included. $625. Phone after 5 smoking. 250-635-3756 or 250- 
p.ml'250-638-1729 (4p3) ' 615-2532 (5~3)  
FURNISHED TWO bedroom ONE BEDROOM furnished, 
basement suite. cable, all util- light and clean. Thornhill 250- 
ities, A car a must. Five min- 635-7623 (4P3) 
Utes to town, Hwy 16 W. $ S O /  TWO BEDROOM duplex, In 
mo References. damaae deDos- Thornhill. F/s included. N/D. 
U
1991 4 Bedroom, 3 bath, 1,288 
sq. ft. each level, big kitchen, 
N/G furnace, 12'x16' workshop, 
72'x148' fenced ,landscaped lot 
etc. 3595 Alder. Home - 1-403- 
726-0859; Cell - 1-403-998- 
2908 $140,000. (4p3) 
deck, backyard fenced. Sepa- 
rate garage. 4637 Goulet. Ask- 
ing $1 02,000 250-638-8436 
1 Large 3 bedroom home in nom 
New large oak kitchen, new bath 
siding, deck and windows. 
laminate floors, gas fireplace, n 
Large fenced yard with lots of 
3 ly BEDROOM renovated with house n w complete- roof and $1'1 0,000 
Tel. 635- 1 84 1 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
0 1  Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
0 Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
it. Available immedi2elv. 'Call $375 For 1-2 Dersons only. Se- 15P3) 
9 
, 3 BEDROOMS $299. (Not in- ,, 
cluding ceilings & trim) quality 
work. Excellent references. 15 
years experience, seniors dis- 
count, free estimates. Call 250- 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Winter Interior, residential and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. SenioLs 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Referenc- 
es available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
'638-1 935 (5p3) 
FOR SALEBY owner. Retiring 
and moving. Chance of a life- 
time. 2 1/2 acre, all cleared, 
very large shop. 30x75~16 with 
extension of 30x60~22 all steel 
construction. Industrial, wiring, 
all underground, dry storage, ' 
15 km out of town, scenic view. 
Extra building material, well wa- 
ter, older traller all rebuilt, not 
completed, wood shed, new 
steel roof over trailer. Great pos- 
sibilities. Will make partial trade. 
Leave your phone # or e-mail 
lou651 G3hotmail.com~ All inqui- 
ries will be answered. Inquire 
c/o File #235 Terrace Standard, 
2BEDRooM Log Home* 20acr- 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
ces, barn, corrals, outbuildings, V8G 5 ~ 2 .  (sP3 
4 appliances. Available Feb. ' LARGE bAnom home in 
done1 New large oak kitchen, come. $750 (5~3)  
bath house in new bathroom, laminate floors, 
Horseshoe includes laundry. gas fireplace, new roof, sid- 
Available Feb. 1st $700/month. ing, deck and windows, large 
All utitlities included. 250-615- 
0024 or 250-638-8412 (5c3) 
3 BEDROOM, F/S, $600. Avail- 
able immediately. 4700 Strau- 
me, pet ok, no smoking, fenced 
yard. 250-635-5139 (3p3) 
CUTE 2 bedroom house, F/S, 
W/D, fenced yard, deck, sheds. 
Available March 1st. $600/ 
month. 250-638-7608 (5p3) 
EXCELLENT VIEW. Privacy, 3 
bedroom house, lower Thornhill. 
$600/month. Available March 
NICE NEIGHBORHOOD, 3 
bedroom house, f/s, w/d, fenced 
yard, garage with shop capac- 
ity, 4710 Tuck, available March 
1 st. $750/month. 250-638-7608 
28' pet Owner Thornhill. All the worws been 
i 
1st. 250-635-2582 (5~3)  
5p3) 
1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
mediately, no pets, $450 
5P3 
pliances, satellite dish,. $550/ to Wal-Martt electric 2707 
month. Available February 1 st $600-00* 250-638-7608 
250-638-8089 (2~3)  (52~3) 
2 BEDROOM Duplex, clean 
quiet. F/S, WID, References re- BEDRBOM 12x68 mobile quired* No pets' Fenced )yard' home in Thornhill, F/S, WID, util- 
ities included $650/month. No Phone 250-635-3796 (1 p3 
UPPER * Thorn- pets. Available eb. 1. 250-635- 
hill, shared washddryer $565/ 9530 (3p3 
month' utilities included Or DOUBLE klDE trailer on private 
$480/month without utilities. 
Dlus &,Dosit. 250-635-5892 or lot, 3769 Muller, available imme- diately, f/s, w/d, no smoking. 
$600.00 250-638-0161 (lctfn) 
hill, F/S, W/D, Available im- ONE BEDROOM house in Cen- 
damage deposit. 250-635-601 1 heat. $350/month* 250-635- 
BLDROOM duplex, 5 ap- UPPER 3 bedroom house, Close 
tral Thornhill. Cheap electric 
9530 (5p3) 
curity deposit requ!red.- Call 
250-635-41 39 (5~3)  
250-635-3772 (1 P3) 
TWO BEDROOM basement i 
and three bedroom upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
s laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 per month. Phone 
Brent 250-631 -9593 (48ctfn) 
2OoO SQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
HALL RENTALS. ,Terrace Kin 
' Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
anniversaries, reunions. Day 
and evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 m a i l  kinsmen@osg.net. 







f o r 1 & 2  
Bedroomsuites 
(1 
* Clean, quiet renovated suites 
@Ample parking 
@ Laundry facilities 
@ Close to schools &downtown 
* On bus route 
*On site management 
OFFICE & RETAl SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
524 hz w . reception & 3 o 'ces 
600 ff - reception L 2 offices 8 staff roam 
1000 h2 -will devide space to suit 
2504157543 or 6353475 
' 3 BEDROOM condo, F/S, WID, 
available immediately-t.-~$6W/ 
'. month. 4700 block of Davis. Re- 
cently renovated. 250-635-5348 
(2p3) 
CLEAN, QUIET adult oriented 
condo in Woodgreens Condo- 
miniums, Terrace. NE,  F/P oak 
kitchen, cab, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances incl. Laun- 
dry facilities and covered patio. 
Available Feb. 1st. $625/mo. 
-
CHARTFRS Offering custom 
designed trips with my 20 foot 
boat on our larger semi-wilder- 
ness lakes. My 44 years boating 
RC guiding experience ensures 
your enjoyment and safety Call 
Rob at 250-696-3293 evenings 
for more details and to book 
earlv for the 2006 season. (4~3)  
fenced yard with lots of, parking. 
TWO BEDROOM 800 sa. ft. 
$1 10,000.250-635-1 841 (5~2)  
rancher, 65xj 80 !ot,. n/g heat, 4. 
appliances, detached storage 
shed, 4914 Graham Ave. Asking 
$1 13,000. Please call 250-635- 
5640 (4p3) 
No pets 
* References required 
To view call 
638-1 748 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations; Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (ctfn) 
NOTHING TO) DO .BUT 
Your Private Sale Solution 
Looking #a s e l  
your properties? 
Xall us first1 
www.ProportyGuyr.com 
Call Andma at 
250.632.23 1 8 or 
1.866.348;7253 
J 
12x68'2. bedroom trailer locat- 3 
ed In quiet Thornhill park. Very 
bright and clean. Bathroom 
newly renovated. F/S, W/D, DW 
included. Asking $10,000. Call 
2 BEDROOM, 2 full bath trail- 
er with new addition, sunken 
living room with fireplace, dou- 
ble glazed vinyl windows, win- 
ter roof, skylights, 4 applianc- 
es. Only 12 years old. Asking 
$38,,500 250-638-1935 or 250- 
250-638-0764 (4~3)  
635-4686 (5~3)  
WIRED STORAQW shop for 
rent. 2707 Kerr. $lOO/month. 
Vandenberg Hay Fame Ltd. 
Nobleford, Alberta selling and 
trucking 'all sizes and types of 
hay and straw. Office: 403- 
824-3010,877-824-3010. Kent: 
403-330-7853. Harry: 403-382- 
1082. www.vandenberhay.ca 
ROUND BALES alfalfa sileage. 
$35 ea. 250-635-4243 (3p3) I 
FOR SALE. Yearling Red An- 
gus bulls. Giddings Bros. Call 
REGISTERED RED Angus two 
year olds and yearling bulls for 
sale. Semen tested - deposit 
will hold until April. Call: Wait- 
er 1-250-699-6990 Diamond X 
Ranch Ltd. (5p6) 
250-638-7608 (52~3) 
250846-5628 (4~3)  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 471 4 Straume Ave. 
3 Bedrooms, 
Call 635-6 169 Eves ~ 
. $139 PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE ~ Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. HOME FOR SALE - 4945 Twedle Avenue 
B.0. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
' Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 More Pictures: www3.telus.neAshmeebdle 
Asking $1 78,000 - Gall 6354 2 5 0 4  -3206 (3~3)  
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath side by 
side' duplex. Close to schools 
and downtown. Very clean, large 
private backyard. 250-635-3466 
3 BEDROOM Duplex - carport, 
rear deck with southwest ex- 
posure, 1 1/2 baths, F/S, W/D, 
close to school and hospital. 
Bright and clean. References 
required. $695/month + securi- 
ty deposit. For appointment to 
view. 250-61 5-7225 (4p3) 
E BEDROOM Southside duplex. 
F/S, W/D hookup, electric heat, 
N/P, clean, quiet. $550/mo plus 
damage. References required. 
I3p3) 
250-638-1691 (5p3) % 
E q u a l i t y  shows in every move we malte!I 
1800 SQ FT townhouses, 3 bed- 
room, energy efficient, excellent 
condition, beside schools and 
hospital. Available March 1 st 
$650/month. 250-635-9467 
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath on Moli- ,> 
tor St.Terrace. F/S, blinds includ- 
ed, N/G heat, no pets please. 
Security deposit and referenc- 
es required. Bills not included. 
$650/month 250-639-0309 250- 
14p3) 
632-2261 (4p3) 
MODERN TOWNHOUSE. 2 ex- 
tra large bedrooms with huge 
closets, small office computer 
area, gourmet kitchen with lots 
of cuoboards. aantrv. 2 bath- 
635-2721 le Contcliner or van service! 
r--- --. r-  - a .  ~ _. _ _  
rooms, 3 appliances, washer/ REGISTERED RED Angus, 
dryer hookup, full crawlspace black Angus &. Simmental year- 
storage.Very clean and efficient ling bulls. Performance data 
to heat. $750 250-638-0661 available. XBAR Simmentals/ 
(5P3) Crosby Angus 250-567-4127 or 
fZi> 
a a n L  aonaL2&? ' 
%-# 
Employee Benefit Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
O l m m ~ Y l R l Z l  
Canyon ranch Red Angus 250- 
567-9865 (4~3) WHITESAIL 
TOWNHOMES 
From $ W / m  (non-renovated) 
All units are 3 levek w h t .  
In-suite laundry available, small pet ok. 
2 b e d d 3  bedroom w/2 bafh 
Fm $425/m (dxourris available) 
Call Larry @ 250 632941 1 
CKC REGISTERED Miniature 
poodle boys. 8 months old. , 
Micro chipped, all shots. $500 
250-638-8877 or lebosiG3mon- 
arch.net (3p3) 
FOR SALE German Shepherd 
~umies.  12 weeks old. 250- 
84210424 (5p4) 
SHITZU/NIALTESE CROSS. 
3 adorable, healthy males left. 
Ready to go to good homes. 
$300. 250-615-0352 or 250- 
6384682 (3p3) 
I End the year with a new do and welcome the New Year with sfvlel 4,500 Sa. Ft. warehouse for rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 
250-635-7602 (45CTFN) 
1989 SKIDDER (tree farmer) 
.Very good working condition. 
. $1 1.000 250-635-7400 13D31 
-- 1989 SKIDDER. Tree Farmer, 
very good condition, ready -to 
work. $1 0,500. Cali 250-635- 
7500(5p3) 
16 FT Smokercraft aluminum 
drift boat. View at 4638 Graham 
Ave. Terrace. $2,500. 1-800- 
20' FIBREFORM Tri-hull boat 
and trailer, 292, 6 cylinderlout 
Drive needs work. Merc Cruiser 
$4,50OOBO. Ron 250-636-91 33 
771-8933 (3p3) 
1987 !5lH wheel, sleeps 4. New 
fridge, hitch, tires, bearing bud- 
dies. Sacrifice Sa@! $6,500 
OB0 250-638-8508 after 6 p.m. 
1907 YAMAHA.700 Mountain 
Max. Low \mileage, mint con; 
dltion, has pipes. $3,000 250- 
635-2413 (4p3) 
1999 Polaris 700 135 track, 2 
Inch spi heads, twin pipes wind- 
shield & cover low hours, starts 
first pull, low mileage, 3, 600 
kms, motor re-done in 2004 lots 





Automobile Loans. Trucks I 
Vans I Cars I SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing in? Instant money available 
online. Rates starting from 0%. 
ComDiimentarv delivery. No 
down paymerit. AppiJ online, 
call anytime 1-877-51 3-9564. 
1981 PONTIAC CATALINA 
in running condition, 2 stud- 
ded winter tires. $1000.00 obo. 
- Phone 250-635-5404 (4p3) 
lB89 CHEW CAVALIER for 
sale. Needs work. Perfect for a 
good mechanic or for a parts 
car. $500 OBO. Call Sarah 'at 
2005 BLUE Chev. Cavalier. four 
door, 5 speed, AC, CD. 12,000 
km. $1 0,000. Phone 1-250-696- 
331 8 (4p3) 
YOU'RE APPROVED! Do Not 
let previous Bad Credit stop 
you from owing a vehicle today. 




C'YAWfifirtrpElCINQZ?~ * Bank says NO! 
j ,  We say YES! 
j ,  Bankrupt? * No Credit? * Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Work, YouDriwe! 
"0" Down 0.a.c. 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1 -800-961 -7022 
silent condition. $1,800 OB0 
50-638-771 1' (5~3)  
I Condltlons of Tender. Tenders must be submitted In accordonce with the terms and I 
I conditions specified in the tender packoge. Tho lowest priced or ony tender will not necessarily be accepted. Conlroct Award is subjeci to funding being avoiiable 01 the time. 
The following perron5 take 
notice at a date not less than 
two week5 from Wednesday, 
February 1, 2006. 
Items stored at 
SNT MINI 
, STORAGE 
5043 Keith Avo. 
Terrace, B.C. 
will be A d  to recover 
unpaid rent 
(1 ) Robort Sfanloy 
(a) Clrrl. Li. 
lrickron 
1 ,  
Bldders are required to submlt 10% of the tendered price os a bid bond or cash deposit. 
Thls will be refunded to the unsuccessful blddera. In addition, the successful bidder 
must supply a performonce bond of 50% of the tendered price, or o cash security of 
10% In a form acceptable to the Provlnce. 
The particulars may be obtoined from the receptloniot at (250) 638-5100 or at the above 
address. An electronic verslon of this notice and particulers package is available on 




0 GM Package 0 Sport Package 
SAVEm.- 
04 Ford F350 4x4 ~ i e s e e 4 0 , 9 9 5  
M a t  wlMoonroof, Crew Cab, 4% 
OS Ford F350 4x4 D i e s e l m 3 5 , 9 9 5  
XLT Tlm Long Box, Crew Cab, 55 km 
03 Ford F150 "SUPER CREW" $229,9295 
LARIAT, ULTIMATE LOAD, 43 k 
96 Ford F150 4x4 
A/C/TIt/Cmise 
-+' 
Subaru WRX crSTl" e fj ti-. . "35,995 
, +<. ' 25k. 300Hp Turbo 
Only 2Ok. Leather. Bose Audio. M.R. 
c14 Mazda RX-8 GT $32,995 
_ _  -, ._ 
t2&Volkswagen Jetta $1 9,495 
@A! Volkswagen Passat $1 9,995 
$1 €5,495 
*I 5.995 
GLS, 1.87; Leather 
Auto, Leather, Moonroof 
@S Marcia Protege rr59p 
O f  Mazda Protea8 %" - 
Auto 
99 Chev Cavalier 2DR C o u p e s 6 ; 1 ~ ~  
5 Spd, AC, CD 
91Volkswa en Jetta $1 0,495 
96 Ford Taurus Wagon 
Auto 
I 
Wolfsberg Edition,%unmol NC,  PWRIW, 
Auto, 05 Subaru Heated Seats, Outback 18k $30,995 
00 Subaru Forester IS' $21.495 
Auto. Fully Loaded, 48k 
00 Subaru Forester AWDel9 ,995 
AC, Auto, P/W/L, 75k 
04 Mazda Tribute LX AWD 
3.0b. V6, AC, Cruise, 25k 
@l Mazda Tribute LX AWDe$16,495 
V6, AC, CD. Cruise 





9g Jeep Cherokee Sport $9,995 
97 GMC Safari $6.995 
7 Passanger 
92 Subaru Grand Vitara s@;b@ 
4x4,4 Door 
www.lthornhillmotors.com 
Highway 16E. Terrace ~ ~ ~ 0 4 1  
BC TIMBER SALES Muray d 
NOTICE IWlTlNQ APPLICATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A78877 zd @ & C& _ _  
Take noti& that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber Sale licence A78677 is 
being offered for sale by BC Tlmbar Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace Field Team. 
Clorlng Date: 
Qeogrephlc Location: Kitnayakwa Area 
Ertimatod Votumo: 
Thls timber sale licence has M n  deslgned for harvest using a comblnation of a ground 
based system and cable yarding. The use of other systems may be'subject to the 
Forest and Range Practlces Act and Its regulations. 
The upset stumpage rate $1 1 .69/m5 for the competitive volume, approxlmateiy 16,945 
mn, was determined by the veriable cost method and Is applicable only to coniferous 
green sawlog grades. Thls timber sale licence ls fully developed. 
The upset stumpage rate and the bonus bid now apply to both Grade Code (blank) 
and Grade Code 3 sawlog volumes. The upset stumpage rate has been adjusted 
(decreased) to account forth! Grade Code 3 (Dry sawlog) portion. 
Speclea percent: Balsam 27%. Hemlock 69%, Spruce 3% 
This licence requires the building of approximately 2.1 kilometres of on-block roads 
and approximately 0.1 kilometres of access mad under an associated Road Permit. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporatlons registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise In Category 1, 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timber 
Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Tenace, British Columbia,V8G 1L:. Tenders will be opened in public at 930 
a.m. on February 9,2006. 
There is additionel material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other informatlon about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC Tlmber Sales OMce by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
638-5100. Contact Trevor Shannon at (250) 638-5135 for Field enquiries only. 
Eiectmnic vetdon of thio notlco &tender pkg I8 available at: 
httDJ/www5.for.aov.bc.ccl/noti~~nlt.do/notlce Ida2312 
February 9,2006 0 830 a.m. 
27,941 cubic metres, more or lessTonn:18 months 
The Pest Management Pian number is: 402 - 0644 
PMP holder Is: Mlnistry of Forest, Range Branch. 5th Floor, 1011- 4th Ave-. Prince 
George. BC, V2L 3HQ, Phone: 250-565-6139, Fax: 250-565-6671, email Bptl 
The Range Branch of the BC Ministry of Forests end Range Is proposing to omend 
Pest Monagement Plan 402.0644 under the Integrated Pest Management Act. Tho 
pian requires the use of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) practices whlch may 
include \he use of herbicides. 
The proposal is to amend PMP 402-0644 which covers the Prince George, Vanderhwf, 
MacKenzie and Fort St. James Forest Districts to also Include Nodlna. Skwno- 
Stikine and Kolum Forest Distrlcts. This nmendment will result In the replocement of 
the pesticide use notlficatior) number 402-0649 for PMP 402-587 8 402-612 which 
currently cover Nadlna Forest District: PMP 402-586 which currently covers Ihe 
Skeeno-Slikine Forest District, and PUP 402.61 1 which covers portions of the Kelum 
Forest District with o new pesticide use notificotion for PMP 402-0644, Some of the 
communities in the orea proposed in the nmendment are Terrace, Atlln, b a s e  Lake, 
Telegraph Creek, iskut, Kitwanga. Hnzeiton, Smithers, Houston ond Bums Lake. 
,The torin of the PMP io May 1,2005 to December 31,2009. 
Herbicide Conimon Name and Trade Names which may be used are: picloram or 
Tordon 22K metsulfuron-methyl or Escort: glyphosate or Roundup: clopyralid or 
Transline; 2,4D omine: and piclorom t 2,4-0 amine or Grazon 
Proposed Control Methods Include: hand pulling. mowing and cutting, rouging, 
blologlcal control ogents, trials of oilernste and new treatment methods and herblcldes. 
Herbicides. if required, will be applied as spot treatments on target invaslve plants, 
(weeds), by bock pack sprayers, wick applicators and motorized sprayers mounted 
On INCkS and ATVS. 
The Pest,Management Plan can be vlewed at: Northern interior Forest Region, 5th 
floor. 1011-4th Ave. Prince George, BC. V2L 3H9 between the hours of 830 and 
16:30. 
The purpose of the PMP Is to prevent the establishment and spread of invaslve 
plants which can seriausly degrade habitats and disrupt ecosystems effecting plants, 
animals and resource users, such as berry pickers and hunters. 
I ,  
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To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or 
toll free 1-866-669-9222 
classifieds@bccommunitynews.com ! 
www.communityclassifieds.ca 
- o <  
X 
REACH.2.5 MILLION BC 8 YUKON READERS FOR5395 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FORS13666 
AUTO EMPLOYMENT -_ FRANCHISES PETS - ' EQUIPMENT 
MECHANICS in great demand! DATAVAULT (TM) is an IF YOU COULD talk to the 12 WEEKS to new career! 
Pre-employment parts technlclan 2 N  D y EAR t 3R D Y E A R  e Study General Mechanics innovative and reliable automated animals! Study Animal Health 
program at NAIT's Fairview Journeyman Welders required at NAIT, Fairvlew, Alberta data backup and recovery Technology at NAIT, Fairview, 
campus in Alberta. Opportunity for major oilfield fabrication shop, campus. Challenge flrst-year system. We are seeking Alberta campus. On-campus 
t o  c h a I I e n g e f i r s t y e  a r Nisku, Alberta. Journeyman shop automotive or heavy equipment franchisees in Your area residences and full working 
apprenticeshlp exam. On-campus farm, large and Small animals. 
residences. 1-877-299-1 623; 955-2780. Phono 780-955-7433. Residences. September, 2006. basic computer knowledge. September, 2006. 1-877-299- 
www.nait.ca. Email: safety*astco.ab.ca. 1-877-299-1623; www.nait.ca. High Potential residual income. 1 623; WWW. nait.ca. 
Call 1-866-730-5553 today1 
OVER 200 NEW 8 used WORK AT HOME ONLINE. is where it's at1 Gain entry-level Power Engineering. 38 weeks to 
-----.--p_L_ 
HELP WANTED 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, 36 people needed immediately. skills in carpentry, welding, 4th Class certification. Work 
Earn a part- or full-time income. machinist, millwright, partsmar? experience, lab and classroom JOURNEYMAN CARPENTERS 5th wheels, trailers, vans, 
campers. Total RV Centre. Apply free online and get started1 or mechanlc training. Challenge instruction. NAIT's Northern needed for Victoria Projects - 
Special RV financing. Since hEp:llwww.wfhbc.com. apprenticeship exam. NAIT'S Campus in Fairview, Alberta. Concrete / formworks / framing 
Country Depot, Truevalue September, 2006. 1.877-299- 1-877-299-1623; www.nalt.ca. projects. €mail r ~ s ~ m e  to lga4. Voyager RV Hwy 97* 
Hardware, V&S department 1 6 2 3 1 w ~ w ~ ~ ~ -  FINANCIAL SERVICES (250) 475-6444. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t t  www.voyagerRV.ca. !- 
stores - new 8 existing localions. MAKE A DIFFERENCE in the DEBT STRESS? Consolidate 8 TEE OFF to a great career! 
No franchise fee - earn dividends. world. Blolog ical  Sciences lower Payments by 30-40%. End Victoria, BC, V82 1C4. T a a a e e 
EXPANDING FORD DEALERSHIP - Technology training at NAIT, Call TruServ Canada today - E n v i r o n m e n t a l  S c i e n c e s  those phone calls & the worry. 
1-800-665-5085 -www.trusew.ca. program. Study air, water, Avoid bankruptcy. Contact us for new facility, 12 hour shifts, 3 days Fairview, Alberta campus. 
NEED-A-PHONE inc. sig.95mst qualily. Year 1 - NAWS ~ofihwast a No-Cost Consultation* Online: on I 4 days off. Looking for On-campus greenhouses, goif 
month. Reconnection with no campus, Fahlew, Alberta. Only w'mydebtsoiution'com Or technicians 8 salespeople in all course, sand lab. 1-877-299- 
credit check, no one refused. 15 seats. On-camPus residences. FIee1-877-556-3500-(P)*- departments. Training available. 1 6 2  3 ; w w w2n-a I t. c a,  
Toll-free at 1-866-444-3815. Apply now1 1-877-299-1623: FOR SALE MISC. . Accounting personnel Including 
Email: need.a-phona81elus.net. www.nalt.ca/biologlcal,_ R E A C H  B E Y O N D  y o u r  controllers - prefer Reynolds 
Web vislt Need-A-Phone.com. REcoNvKTT- communityl Place a 25.word experience. Above average CRIMINAL RECORD? Canadian 
F_aax_l-866-444-7654. - Ring in New Yeari First c l a s s ~ ~ i e d  in105 B c  g Yukon wages. Relocation available. pardon seals  cord. US waiver 
b-fraas@dealere_mail.c_om._ Permits legal American entry. 
Why risk employment, licensing, GREAT CANADIAN DOLLAR 
newspapers lor only 5395. 
travel, , arrest, daportatlon, STORE lranchise opportunities. connection fee! Fast conneclions! Call this newspaper lor EXPERIENCED MEAT CU'TTERS 
propetty confiscation? Canadian - With Stores from coast to coast. Or phone 1-866-669*9222- 8 Produce Clerks required 
we've been 'Working Togather ~ ~ 1 1  f ree  .877.336.2274; www.com_mulrityclassi!eds.ca. immediately. Excellent pay, BRAND pci benefit package and opportuniries U.S. lmmlgratlon specialists. 
for S~~Ccass'@ since 1993. Call w w w.phonef act-o_ry-.c_e,-_ 1.800-347:2540. 
US today 1.877-388-0123; Gel a loaded across Alberla. Fax resume to 
W w w , ~ ~ ~ l a ~ ~ a r a S . C O m . ~ _ .  and grow'ng MDG computer with an Intel p4 (780) 624-1349 Or - STEELJUILDINOS 
A AT On 'Our Bodyshop Manager' Recently Includes everythlng you need, OLYMEL, Red Doer, Alberta's durable, dependable, pre- 
computer* Average Income: Image 2ooo* We're 512MB RAM, !7' LCD fiat largest employer is now hiring engineered, all-steel structures. 5493.51 weekly; Cod9 A1  
panel, Wlndows XP L much Custommade to suit your needs 
more, pius free 2 5 6 M ~  MP3 and requiremenis. Factory direct 
--__---__ CAREER OPPORTUNITY player g free' photo printer for affordable prices. Cali 1.800.668- 
PARTS 
OPPORTUNlnES 
rate $271hour t bonus. Fax 780- a p p r e  n t i c  e s h i p e x  a m . with Sales background and 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRADES WANT A recession-proof job? Try w w w ~ c o n ~ o r ~ ~ a ~ a v a u i ~ ~ c o m ~  RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
OWN YOUR OWN 
STORE Northern campuses in Alberta. Residences. September, 2006. for 1 residential 
patti@knappett,com or fax Winfield, Bc. 1-800-668-1447. 
Projects Inc., 501 Kelvin Road, 
SERVICES 
of phone service only $24.95 t 
phone Factory Reconnect . 
GM dealership, requires a 3Ghr g9 cenlslday, Ibrecht@freson.com. FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS - 
ready to capitalize On expanding 
market. Above avorage industry 
pay and benefits. If you're a self 
food processing workers. Starting 
salary 510.55lhr plus premiums 
and earn as much as 517.85lhr; 
www.!Y!F!Y?Q&9m- - 
FREE 128 page 'Career starter and want to make a flrsi 500 callers ('tail for extended health 8 dental after 8653ex1,536kr free brochure. 
Opportunities' guide. Earn more! Positive change in Your conditionq 1 -800-236-2504-, 3 months; free bus Service 
within the city; no experience STEEL IllRECT1 Get promoted! Train at home for career apply with confidence lo 
a payraise new top the dealer, 214 - 58 st., Edson, lrom Only 53*495'00 required. Piease send your 26 years. 2ox26 now $3600. 
paying job. Call Granlon Institute A B , T 7  E 1 R 8. E m a  i I : Convert your logs to valuable resume to: OLYMEL Human 25x30 54900. 30x40 $7900. 
portable band sawmill. Red Deer. Alberta, T4N 6 ~ 7 .  range of sizes and models. www.grantoninstitute.com. Fax 780-723-6553. 
Log skidders also available. F a x : ( 4  0 3 ) 3 0 g - 7 5 4 7 ,  Endslaccessories optional. 
- Pioneer 1$00-668-5422. CAREER TRAINING CURRENTLY HIRING full-time www.norwoodindustries.com - a D D I v Q o i v m e I . c o m . 
- 
) at 1.800.3,j1-1971 for free guide. bannister@gmcanada.com. lumber with your Own NorWood Resources 7550 - 40th Avenue. 40x60 s12.990. Extensive 
YOUR LIFE STARTS HERE! positions starting immediately in free information: 1-800-566-6899 
College ik graduate in months - truck experience; heavy truck PROPANE . refrigerators, 
not years1 Business, Technology, diesel mechanic. Competitive ranges, demand water heaters, 
Health Care 8. much more. We wages and benefits. Resume: mantles, space heaters, 
have locations throughout 180-623-71 17. - dryers, parts B supplies for 
Canada 8 classes are starting PLAY AND WORK in one of home, cabin or camp. Call Aztec 
all the time! Call today toll-free the most inspiring mountain at 1 -888-754-5054.  Email: 
communities in the world! The I p i 43 e I .net.--- 
BECOME A HOME STAGER Sawridge Inn & conference BC PHONE RECONNECTION - 
with Our distance education Gentre In Jasper, Alberta is Free voicemail. No refusals, 
course. get staging and looking for room attendants no credit check. Tembo Telecom 
business training, with personal (subsidized staff housing and toll free 1 - 8 7 7 - 4  6 8 - 3 6 2 6.  
instruction from meals, excellent summer bonus Sign-up online and save $20; 
Free brochure' 1-800-559-7632. and lots of activities). Positions www.tembo.ca. 
~www'qcd6signschool~- available immediately or summer PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
-_- CARS 'Ontract (May Oct' Apply Connect for just $59.95 and your 
NEED A CAR or truck? Good with resume and cover letter: first 30 days are free. Transfer 
credit, bad credit. Want a Visa? iasPedobs~sawridge.com. Fax from your current reseller for 
# I  success rate. Delivery in BC. 7 6 0 - 8 5 2 - 5 9 4 2 ; free! Call Tele-Reconnect 
HUSKY HOUSE RESTAURANT ~ ~ c o n n e c t ~ c O m ~  
Jump start your career with CDi Alberta. Parts person with heevy ex t :4000T.  _-__ 
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 6 1 - 1  3 1  7.  
www.drivehomenow.com or www.sawridgeiasper.com. 1 . 8 6 6 - 3 g 2 - 5 0 6 6 
8 8 8 - 5 0 1 - 1  1 4 8 .  
__ EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an ApartmentlCondominium 
Manager. Many jobs! Job 
placement assistance. Al l  
areas. Government registered 
program. lnformationlbrochure: 
www.RMTl.ca. 
604-681-5456 l 1-800-665-8339. 
in The Ramada Inn & Suites, 
Grande Prairie, Alberta 
require experienced line cooks. 
Competitive wages, benefit 
p a c k a g e ,  t e m p o r a r y  
accommodation available. 
Apply to Mirnnda Butler. 
Fax 780-814-7459 or email: 
ramadagp@pomeroygroup.ca. 
NEED A COMPUTER? Don't 
have cash? 100% financed! Poor 
credit accepted! Fast, delivery! 
Money back guarantee1 Free 
digital Camcorder! (100 
available). Cali now toll-free 
w w w . c a n a d i a n c o m p u t e r  
financing.com. 
1 - 8 6 6 - 6 4 1 - 7 6 6 9 .  
TRAVEL 
* * *  CRUISE SHIP JOBS '** 
- .  - r r  , 
www.olymel.com. 
LIVESTOCK 
SPEND HALF your school day Up to $500-$2000 USlweek. 
with horses! Study Horse A l l  expenses pa id  l iv ing.  
Training, Horsemanship at NAIT. Employment  guaranteed! 
Fairview, Alberta campus. Interviews: 613-764-6209. 
On-CampUS residences and www.cooljobsinparadise.rom. 
riding arena. September, 2006. 
1-877-299-1 623; www.nait.ca. ALL lNCLUSlVE HOLIDAYS 
... Cheapest airfares and package 
prices in Canada. Discounted MISCELLANEOUS 
RATHER TINKER with the cruises, hotels, cars. Book 
mower than mow the grass? online n o w  a n d  s a v e ,  
Turfgrass Equipment Technician www .c an ad at ravels .corn or 
training at NAIT. Fairview, call toll-free 1-800-563-5722. 
Alberta campus. Repair parks, 
s p o r t s f i e i d ,  g o l f  c o u r s e  TNESHARE RESALES - Sell- 
equipmerlt. 1-877-299-1623: buy-rent-exchange. World's 
largost timeshare resale broker. www.nait.ca. 
Stroman Realty - since 1979. 
Worldwide selection of resort 
people. Single? the relationship Meet your roperties. Call today toil-free 
mate, guaranteed! Call Canada's 
largest and leading relationship TRADES 
company today at: 1-888- LEARN ENTRY-LEVEL skills. 
54MATES (62837) Or Visit us at b a s i c  shop p r a c t i c e s  in 
w w w . l i f e m a t e s c ? % m ~  CANADA'S TOP PSYCHICS work apprenticeship plaCf?rIIent. trades. 19 week Includes CTO 
... Are you ready to believe in Program at NAIT's Fairview, 
psychics again? Call now, Alberta campus. includes work 
you won't be disappointedi experience. 1-877-299-1623; 
1-900-451-7070. $2.95/min. 18+ www.nait.ca. 
- _  _ _ _ ~  
PERSONALS _ _ _ _ . _ ~  
1-800-201 .0864. 
i 
